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ABSr&ACt
Intercolleglate female softball athletes ([ = 65) frou the
Northeast and Mld-Atlantlc reglons seryed ae subJects for thls
lnvestlgatlon. Causal attrlbutlons mad,e by college fernale softball
athletes to account for thelr success and fallure ln softball
sltuatlons were assessed,. Eelf-confldence was also assessed. to
determlne lts nedlatlng effects on the attrlbutlons trsd.e by athletes.
The Softba].l Outcones Inventory (SOI), the testing iastrrrnent
that. was--desigaed sgeciflcdll.y for tlils study, was utilized
to aasess the'softbaLl athletest attrlbutions to 16
softbat]. sltuations. the lnventory conslsts of L5 softba[
sttuattons, sone Euccess sltuatlons and. some fallure sltuatlons.
The tnventory contalns t popular attrlbutlons for the athletes to
rate on a scale of 1 to 5 lndlcatlng the d,egree to whlch each
reason applles to thern. The softball athletes were also asked, to
sort the Callfortrla q-gg6 accord.tng to hor they percelved, themselves
whlle playtng sof tbaU. The athletes I contettual personallty
d.escrlptlons were then correlated wtth a mean tenplate of three
erpertsr sorts of the optlnally self-confld.ent athlete. ANOVA
frequently reached concluslon that lnd.lvldual.s tend, to attrlbute
thelr successes to lnter:ral factors and attrlbute thelr fallures
to exterrral factors. Eoweverr the Indlvldual DlfferenceE Scallag
Analysls (INDSCAL) Uoael (Carroll & Chang' L97O) ylelded. results
that were not as concluslve. INDSCAL results lnstead revealed that
causal elements have varytng d.egrees of d.lnenslonallty (e.9.; less
lnternal, somewhat lnterrnall Eor€ lnternal) and are not dlstlnctlvely
erternal,/lnternal or controllable,/rrncontrollable. Ihe INDSCAI
solutlon al.so showed. that there are only two neanlngful d.lmenslons
(e.g. I erter:ral/lnternal and controllable/uncontrollable) on
whlch fenale softball athletes base thelr causal attrlbuttone.
The thlrd. dlmenslon of stablllty d.ld not appear sallent to the
athletes overall flt to the soJ'utlon. the uultlvartate relatlonshlp
between attrlbutlons and self-coaftd,ence was aasessed, by nultlple
corelatlon. The uuJ'tlple eorrelatlon of .28 lnd.lcated that self-
confldence erplalned only 8ft of the attrtbutlon varlance; thls
left 92fr of the attrtbutlon varlance unexplalned. These results
led to the concluslon that the personallty varlable of self-
confldence as the only ued,latlng varlable erplalns very llttle
about the types of attrlbutlons nad,e by feuale softball athletes
to succeas and. fallure softball sltuattons.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
over the past d.ecade, coaches and, sport researchers
have becone increasingly j-nterested in the coguitions and,
psychologj.car factors which affect prayers and their
perfornances. Wj-thin the area of sport psychology the
psychological factors that have received the nost notice in
research are personality, aggression, tea.u cohesj.on,
leadership, atteution, en:risfy; 4,nd sex roles. Recently,
however, attrlbution theory derived fron the area of social-
psychology has firtered lato the donaia of sport psychorogy.
The appricatiou of attribution theory to sport has provided
sport psychologists a fruitful area for research.
contenporary attribution research addres-si.ug hunan ...
notivation has focused a great daal on the tranner in which
individuars assess the outcomes of thei-r perfornancss. rt is
assuned that people j.n a variety of achievement situations
act as their owa psychologist by attenpting, after conpleting
a task, to determine why they perforned. as they did (cratty,
1983). Thus, in the ca6es of athletes, it is assuned, that
follorriag perfortrances they attach various reasons or
explanatioas for the degree of success they encountered.
causar attribution is the D,atre givea to the explanation or
reason whi-ch indlviduars give to account for the cause
underlying either successful or unsuccessful perfornance.
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Prior to the interest ia attribution theory and its
application to the sport context j-n the nJ.d.d.J.e 19?Os,
many of what are now called attrj-butious given by athletes
as reasons for the outcones of their perfornances were
merely thought of as excuses. As research in attribution
theory within the sport world progressed, it has come to be
recognized that these ttexcusesrt ale inportaat factors that
caa lead coaches and researchers toward. und,erstauding the
self-perceptions of fenale and mal.e athLetes.
The attribution theory of perfomance i.s pri.uarily
concerned urith the relationship between causal attributioas
and subsequeat action (Kuk1a, 19ZZ). Thus, by better
understanding athletes, perceptions as to the whys of their
performances, coaches can gain trore insight i-nto how thej-r
athretes fuuction and 'rilI be better able to adjust their
methods and strategies accordingly to enhance na:rinun
perfornance.
As urith any apprication of a theory to a new context,
attribution theory and the nethods used in its application
to sport are under scrutiny. Much of the research in this
area has been guided by weinerrs (1gzz) origiual two-
dineasional model, which integrated Rotter,s (lgee) locus
of control theory w'ith Heiderrs (195S) work on the analysis
of a_ction. since the presentation of weinerrs original
model, he and others have made nodifj.cati.ons in the conceptual
operations. However, Weinerf s model even ,,rrj-th its
3modifications appears to be too i-nflexible and restrictive
in its abj.lj-ty to accommodate the diversity of achievenent
situations w5.thJ.n the sport context. Therefore, results
from past research ia sport i-mplenenting and incorporating
Wei.nerrs model are questionable. Thus, it seems that nany
of the techniques used in the past research do not neet
nethodologj.cal or phenomenologicaL criteria necessary for
vaLj.d studi-es.
Oae approach that nay better meet these requirements
is to observe a sport setting and wai.t for,varying success
and. failure situatioas to occur, and then d5.rect1y ask athletes
to what they attribute.the outcone of their performanCeo
This approachr although nore real.j.stj-c, is too tine-consuming.
Another approach, probably nore tine-effective, is to construct
an inventory of sport-speciflc situations which enconpass
the sport context and allow for varying degrees of success
and failure. The situatioas shourd be constructed ln such
a way that any athlete, regardless of positioar car visualize
thenself rrithin each situation. To conplete the inventory,
popular attributions that athletes give as rational reasons
for the outcome of their perforroances would. be listed for
athletes to rate how nuch each attribution was a contributing
factor in determining the outcome of each situation. This
latter type of approach nalr be nore broadly applicable to the
sport context because it aLlows for the specificity of each
sport.
Although J-t is interesting to assess athletest
attributions, to understand or explaia them may be more
revea]ing. An area of study that uoay directry relate and.
help to explaj-n the types of attributions mad.e by athletes
i-nvolves the specific personality characteristic of self-
confidence. self-confidence nay be a mediating factor in
the types of attributions made by athletes in certain
si-tuati-ons. This particular characteristic appears
relevant and inportant to successful or unsuccessful task
conpletion 
'rithin a competi-tive sport environment.
An instrumeat that has been developed for the measurement
of specifi-c p€rsora]ity characteristics, such as self-
confideace, is the California Q-set (CQ-set) devised by
Block (t95t ). This instrunent seens to captr:,re a signifi-cant
quanti-ty of beharrioral variance and neasures a diversity of
personality variables. Thi s tool has been used. extensively
and seems quite applicable to a w-id.e ratrge of contextsl
includj.ng athletic environments.
Scope of Problern
The purpose of this study was to assess the causal
attributions made by college female softba-Ll athletes to
account for their success and failure in softbaLl situations.
The study consisted of four parts. First investigated was
the validity of the constructed inventory of softball
situations. The inventory was constructed by the investigator.
Three (lI = ,) athletes, selected. from the 1984 rthaca college
5softbalL tean, were asked to review each of the situations
and to i.ndi.cate whether the situatioas enconpassed the
sport context and whether the situations occurred frequently
enough to warrant attribution ratings. Athletes were also
asked froro their perspective what deternined the outcone in
each of the situations.
The secoad part of the study involved experts (ttt = 3;
(e.9., coaches) coastructing tenplates, using the CQ-set,
of the ideal or prototype of the opti.nally self-confident
softball player. subjects were selected from college varsity
softball coaches known by the researcher to have the ability
to construct tenplates of self-coafident athletes.
The third phase of the study involved college fenale
softba].l athletes ([ = 65) considering the 16 situatioas of
the constructed iaventory and using the provided attribution
scale to ascribe to each situation their reasons for the
outcone of the situation. subjects were selected from teans
iu the Northeast and i'1i-d-At1antic regions.
The fourth and fJ.aal phase of the study involved the
sane subjects who took part in the third phase of study.
Using the CQ-set, subjects were asked to make self-assessnents
which best descrlbed them when they were playing softball.
These self-assessments were then natched to the expertsl
constructed tenprates. This rast phase of investigation
rflas designed to exa.mine self-confidence as a nediating
factor i.n the attrlbutlone nad.e by playersr.
6Statement of Problem
Causal attributions nade by college fena-Ie softball
athLetes to account for their success and fai.lure in
softball situations were assessed. SeLf-confidence was
aLso assessed to determine its nedj-ating effects oa the
attributions made by athletes.
Null Hvpotheses
1. There uriJ.J- be no significant differences between
the types of attributions nade to succesa softbaLl situations
and those nade to faj.lure softball situations.
2. There 'riII be no relationship betweea self-confidence
of fenale softbal.l athletes aad the types of attributions
nade by then to softbal.J. situations.
Research Hvpotheses
'l 
. So ftball athletes urill nake nore internal
attributions (e.9., ability, effort) to success softba-Il
situatlons.
2. Softba].l athletes'r,riIl nake nore external
attributj-ons (e.9., Iuck, coaching) to failure softba]-l
situations.
3. High self-confident softbal.J. athletes rrill nake
more internal attrlbutions to success and faj.]-ure situations
than 1ow self-confident softbalL athletes.
Slenr flca!.ce oi Pnoblen
Coaches and sport researchers are beconing increasingly
aware of the psychologi.cal factors which affect athletes and
7their performancesr Causal attributions made by players to
account for the outcomes of their perfornances are psycholog-
icaf factors which can affect the quality of their subsequent
perforuances when parti-cipating ia a sinJ-lar task. Although
sone of the attributions mad,e by players appear to coaches
to be si.:nply excuses, from the perspective of the athletes
they are ratioaal reasons for their successes ard failures.
Throu8h better understanding the perceptions of athletes as
to the whys of thelr perfornances, coaches should be better
able to adjust their nethods to enhance traxjJoun perfornance.
Supplemeatary i-nformatioa that nay ai.d coaches in the
uaderstand:ing of thelr athletes is that gained fron
discovering the self-confldence levers of their athletes a:rd
how it affects their attributions.
A secondary iatent of the study was to i.nplenent a new
approach to assess and analyze causal attributioas nade by
athletes to success arrd faj'lure sj-tuations. It is hoped
that the approach used i-n this study'better neets the
nethodological and phenonenological criteria presently lacking
in the attribution research in sport.
Defi.ni.tj-on of Terros
The follor,ning li.st of terns has been included rith a
definition to clarify the connotation of each as used i-a
ttr-is thesj.s:
Attri-bution theorv: Theory conceraed with the
relationship between causal attributions and subsequent action.
8Ca]-ifornia O-set (CO-set) : Set of 100 statement
cards derrised by Block (t96t ) to descri-be a broad spectru
of personality characteristlcs in a vast range of contexts.
Causal attribution: Reasons or explanations given
to account for either successful or unsuccessful perforroance
outcomes.
Contextual tenolate rnatchine ( CTII) : A technique
which matches self-assessments uslng the CQ-set rrith a set
of templates constructed by experts.
controllable: An outcome controlled by the individuar.
Exoert: One who has coaching experieuce in the
softball environment and has the kaorledge of the personallty
characteristics of self-confidence as it relates to softba].I.
External: 
.Caused or controlled by sonethiag outside of
the indj.vldual.
Fa-llure: An uadesired or unfavorable outcome.
A scaling techalque which
the perceived structure of
subjects to use specified
trAlC3gA.L: Caused or
Salient: Relevant or important to athletest performaaces.
: An athlete who exhibits optimal.
competeace, commitmentr and control while participating in
an athletic activity (e.9. r playj.ng softbal_I).
softball athlete: A college female softball varsity tea.n
allows the researcher to derive
a set of stiraul-i w1thout requj-ring
crj.teria in advance (Fisher, 1929).
controlled by the indi.vidual.
9
p■ayer.
Sport context:  SO ftba■■ environment.
Stab■e:  Constant over time.
Success:  A des■red or favorab■e outcome.
Tem。■ate:  A Ca■ifornia Q―sort Of a prototype persona■ity
character■stic.
Uncontro■■ab■e:  An outcome uncontro■■ed by the individua■.
Unstab■e:  COnstnnt■y changing depending on c■rcllmsttt ces.
,
The fo■■ wェng assumptions were made re■ative to this
study:
1。  The eco■ogicaユ Va■idity of the test wan subもtantiaユ
enough tO wn,rttnt us■ng he■ ventory as a va■id instrument
for attr■bution assessment of co■■ege fema■ softba■ ath■etes.
2.  The experts were competent to descr■be the prototype
se■f―cOnfident softba■■ ath■e e。
うe  The CQ―set Was g■oba■ enough in scope to capture
ath■etes' chnracteristics, especia■■y se■f―confidence, in
the softba■■ context.
4.  Each ath■ete underst00d and fo■■owed the snme
instructiOns tO review the inventory and to make attributiOns
to each sュtuatiOn。
5。  Each ath■ete used the same cr■ter■a to sort the
CQ―set.
6。  Subjects were representative Of the pOpu■atiOn of
co■ege softba■■ ath■etes。
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Deli.nj.tations of Studv
For the intent of this study the f,ollowj-ng deli-mitations
were made:
1. Only three college varsi-ty softbal.l coaches served
as experts for this study.
2. 0n1y fenale college varsity softbal.l athletes
served as subjects for thj.s study.
3. The CQ-set was the only instrrrnent used. by experts
to describe the prototype self-confldent softball athlete.
. 4. The CQ-set was the only instrunent used by athletes
to descrj-be thei-r softbal.l-playing personality.
5. A coustructed i-nventory of 15 softball situatj-ons
complete w'ith an attributlon sca'l e was the only instrunent
employed to assess softball athletest attributions to
success and failure situatioas.
Linitations of Studv
For the purpose of this study the follourlng l1roitations
were made:
1. The results of this study are valj-d to the extent
that the three experts were adequate judges of the personarity
characteristic of self-confid.ence.
2. The results of this study have generalizability to
the extent that the participant softball athletes represent
the fenale softbal.l athlete population.
3. The results are valid to the extent that the CQ-set
captures personarity characteristics that d.escribe the
softball athleters personality when playi_ng softbaI1.
4. The results are va].id to the extent that the 16-
situation inventory encompasses the softball context.
Chapter 2
REVIEIV OF RELAIED LITERATURE
Thi.s review of literature for thi.s investigation
wiLl focus on the following areas: (a) the theoretical
aspects of attribution theory, (U) attributions in sport,
(c) self-confidence and attribution, (d) assessnent of
self-confldence, (e) assessment of attributionsl and (f)
sutrnary.
Theoretical Aspects of Attri-bulion Theorv
Since the early 1 970s, there has been a substantial
body of social psychologj-cal. research rrrithin the geaeral
franework of attribution approaches to self and interpersonal
perception. Fritz Helder (195A) provlded the i-ntelIectual
spark that generated this interest j.u attributional
explanations of events. The concepts underlying contenporary
works in attribution theory are owed, in part at Ieast, to
Heiderrs cor'lnorl sense approach to his rrnaive analysis of
actiontr model.
In thJ.s analysis, Ileider outlined the manner in which
people utilize a relatively precise belief systen to account
for the success and faj.lure of tasks undertaken. This
analysis also isolated four attributionaL variables: (a)
abili-ty, (b) effort, (c) aifticultyr and (d) chance. Thus,
a particuLar task outcome is attributed to the degree of
ability possessed by the individual, to the a.rnount of effort
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the individual expended, to the degree of difficulty
involved in achieving the outcone, and the chance factors
in the environment. l4ore geuera-r1y, attrj-butions are mad.e
in aay weighted combination of these four factors (Kr:k1a,
1 972) .
The large body of research that was pronpted by
Heiderrs (lg7a) analysis of action mod,er has come to be called
attributi-on theory (retley 
, 
. 1962) . Attributj-on theory
focuses upon causes of an eveut, the manner ia which these
causa'l inferences are reachedl aad the consequeaces of
causal beliefs. rt involves a aaive psychorogy of the
average person who attenpts to determiue the causes of
everyday events. rt is very concerned urith the nethod,s
people use and the attributj-onaI schena they adopt to nake
seuse of their lives (Roberts, l9B2).
This attributional approach assutres that peopre activery
search for neaning in the social worId. Thus, the assrrnption
is nade that people i-a a variety of achievement situations
vrl11 act as their own psychologist by attenpting, after
conpletlag a task, to deterniae why they perforned as they
did (Cratty, 1983).
Prior to the interest in attributional approaches to
serf and interpersonal relatious, the reasons people offered.
as explanatioas for the outcomes of their performances were
nerely thought of as excuses. However, urith the progression
of work utilizing attribution theory, resea.rchers contend
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that people who offer these f'excuses" often perceive
then as rational explanations for performance outcomes.
Therefore, 1t i-s recognized that these I'excuses" are
funportant factors that can lead psychologists and researchers
toward a better understandJ-ng of the self-perceptions of
individua.'l s.
Although attribution theory has becone an increasJ-ngly
popular area of stud,y in the social psychological context,
as well as J.n a variety of others (e.g., sport), an initj-al
crl.ttclsu, of the theory and. lts coucepts was that it lacked
a systematic scientlfic basis. It instead focuses upou 'rthe
phenonenolog"ical outlook of the maa in the streetrf (Roberts,
1982r p. 243).
The concepts uaderlyiag the theory were derived fron
the conplex cognitions and intuitions of Heider (1g5il,
which later j-nfluenced nany others in their research of
attribution theory. Heiderts assertion was that through
intuitj.on and common sense we would come to understaad the
conceptua-lizations of i-aterpersonal relations and only then
could we clarJ.fy and nake possible a conceptual scientlfic
systenatization of the phenonena. I{e also ratJ-onalized
that Itin interpersonal relations, perhaps more than in any
other fJ.eld of knowledge, fruj.tfuJ. concepts and hunches
for hypotheses lie d,ornant aad unformulated in what we know
intuj-tively" (Ileidert 1958r pp. 5-6). ALthough researchers
have been cognizant of this lack of scientific basis for the
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concepts underlying attribution theory, it has not
detemed then from coatinrrlng J.nvestigatio.ns i.n the
8f €8.o
InteEration of Locus of Control Theorv
An area of study that has been repeatedly integrated
urith Heiderts (1958) work on the analysi-s of action has
been the locus of control theory developed by Rotter (1956).
The theory proposed, by Rotter asserted that there are
roeasurable indi.vidual. dlffereucea ln the degree to which
people report thenselves (i.e., inter-nal locus of control)
or outside forces (i.e.1 external locus of control) a6
egerting coutrol in their li.ves (Snyder, Higgins, & Stucky,
1983).
Weiner (tg7Z) developed a tro-dinensioaal taxoaony by
i-ntegratiag Rotterf s (196e) locus of coutroL theory w'ith
Heiderrs (lg5O) work on the analysis of action. According
to this model hunan beings are coaceived of as active
infornation processors who use tl::Ls infornation to d,etermine
the causes of action. yJeiner (19?Z) theorized. that success
and failure in achievemeat-related environments are
attributable to four causar elements. sieilar to the
isorated attributional variables proposed by Heid.er (1g5il,
the four nost cornmonry used causal elerneots d.elineated by
lVeiner were (a) ability, (b) ef fort, (c ) luci<, atld (d)
task difficulty. The causal elenents of ability and effortr
w1thin the nodel, were riewed as human qualitj-es, whereas the
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elements of luck and task difficulty were perceived as
enrironmental or external influences.
The degree of influence of the causal elenents of
ability, effort, ruck, and tasl< dl-fflculty was ascerta-lned
and theu described in terns of a two-dineusional nodel.
One di.nension, based on Rotterrs (tgAe) tocus of control
theory, was temed locus of contror and referred to whether
elements were internal or external to the persoa. The
second dimension was temed stabj-rity ajxd perta-tned to the
stability of eremeats over tine. IlVlthin this taxonony the
causa'l elements of ability and task difficulty were belj.eved
to be relatively stable and unchanged over tine, whereas
the degree of effort and luck elenents were perceived to
vary fron moment to monent-
The locus of control di-mensions of the nod,eI were treated.
as expectancy variables that influence subsequent beharrior
that varies in controllability. However, the attributional
perspectives of the nodel were coaceptualized as refrecting
beliefs about causation after the person has acted and, knows
the outcone (Snyder et al., 1983).
Through subsequent investlgations utilizj-ng attri-bution
theory, lveiner and his colleagues discovered, that there
seened to be nore than two causal dimensions i-nto which
discerned cause'l elenents could be crasslfied. rn work
involving classroon experiences, Weiner (19?9) offered a
theory of notivation based upon attributions of causality
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for success and fai-lure. The heart of the theory
consisted of the identification of the di.nensions of
causal.i.ty a:rd the relation of these underlying properties
of causes to psychological conaequerces. The three
central causal rrinensions delineated by Weiner (gZg)
were (a) stability, (b) locus of causality, and (c)
controll abj.lJ-ty. Hence, oa the basis of hj.s original work
j.n 1972 and subsequent i-nvestigations, weiner (1979) proposed
a new model coasisting of three causa'l dinensions instead of
the ori.ginal. two.
According to Weiner, the locus of causalj.ty dinensi.on
j-n this modified nodel determines the affect (i.e., feelings
of pride, confidence, shame, incompeteace) associated w-ith
an outcome, whereas the stability dineasion deternines the
expectaacies for future performance of a sinilar task. More
specificarly, when success is associated vrith effort and or
ability there is an increase in the feelings of pride, but
each elenent rriII lead to different expectations for future
perforuance because of the stabiJ.i.ty dlnension of each
elenent. success associated qrith ability uril1 lead to the
expectation of si.-mJ.lar performance in the future when
perforuing a similar task because ability is perceived as
a stable element. Horeverr. whea sucqess.i-s associated-fld-th
effort, there is no guarantee that a si.nirar performance can
be expected,in the future because effort is viewed. as an
unstable erement. i'{oreover, when success ls associated
1g
'rith luck and or task di.ffi.culty there is a decrease in
the feelj.ngs of pride because both elements are rj.ewed
as externa'l to the person. Iloweverr rauch ]il<e the other
two causal elenents, luck w-i1I lead to a different expectation
of future performances than task dj-fficulty. Luck is
considered an unstable eleneut and urlll therefore lead
to the expectancy of dissinJ.lar performance in the future,
whereas task dj-fficulty is viewed as a stable elenent and
will lead to the expectancy of si-milar performance in the
future (Roberts, 1982). Each elenent and dinension functions
in a sinilar process when regarded i-a the coatext of failure.
However, wi.thi.a the faj.lure context, fron the affect
perspective, the feelings of pri.de or confideace would be
replaced by feelings of shane or j-acompeteace.
In surnnary, attri-bution theory focuses on the
phenonenology and naive psychology of the Iay person who
attenpts to understand and interpret the events and behaviors
encountered in everyday life (Rejeski & Brawley, 19A3).
Extending this perspective to achievenent situations,
specificarly classroon experiences, weiner (]929) discerned
the four most commonly used causal elenents: (a) abilj-ty,
(b) effort, (c) luci<, and (d) task difficurty, and. d.e1j-neated,
three causal dimensions: (a) locus of causality, (b)
stabi-].ity, and (c) controllability, into which the causal
elenents could be classified. This attributional approach
to classroon experiences and motivation has been productive
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and fulL of inportant i-nplj.catlons for the understanding
of achievement behavior in a variety of contexts,
incJ-udj.ng the sport enrrironnetrt.
Attributlons i-n Sport
During the past decade there has been a rapi.dly
grow'ing interest atrong sport psychologi-sts and researchers
to test and apply the cognj.tj.ve orientation of attribution
theory to sport and physical actirrj-ty (Rejeski & Brawley,
1983). The inportance of studyi-ng attributions has been
based oa the prenS-se that attrlbutions are related to
indluldual-sr expectations about how they urill do ln the
future and to J.ndj.vj-dua"lst affective resporrses to the outcone
of an achievenent task (Weiner, Frleze, Kr:kla1 Reed, Rest,
& Rosenbaum, 1971). When orieuted toward sport and physj.cal
activity, attributlon theorists aad researchers are prl:oarily
coucerned rrj.th how athletes and/or particlpants explain the
outcomes of their perfomanceso Thus, utili-zation of
attribution theory 
',rithin the sport context has provided
powerful insights into the motlvati.onal. behaviors and
achievement-related beharriors of athletes. In follo'ring the
salle assu.mptions roade in regard to people in general, it is
assumed that follorring perforuances athletes attach various
reasons or extrllanations for the degree of success they
encouatered.
Research in this area has been encouraging in so far as
it represents the extension of a tread to study the cognitive
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processes underlying hunlan motivation. Extending thJ.s
further to the sport perspective, it represents a trend
toward the study of the cognitions and psychological.
factors which affect athletes and their perfornarlces. It
also represents a potentJ.al.ly useful way to ald athl6tes in
accepting ratJ-ona'l reasons for erplalnJ.ng their perforuances
at the end of conpetitions. These reasons, if positJ-ve and
real, can be used as helpful guidelines for coaches to
construct more productive practice periods to help further
successful cotrpeti.tious (Cratty, 1983). Therefore,
information gained fron thj.s research can ai.d coaches in
better understanding athletesr perceptions as to the whys
of thelr performances. Moreover, it a11ows coaches to gai.n
more insight i.nto how their athletes function andr hence,
they will be better able to adjust their raethods and
strategies accordi-ngly to enhance maxinun performance. This
attributi.onal type of research in sport, which attempts to
categorize aad organtze the thought processes of athletes,
also helps to proliferate research which formulates model-s
for enhancing athletesr perforna,nces by trying to change
rvhat and how athletes think ( Cratty , 1983) .
Investigations in sport utilizing thj.s attributj.onal
approach have been predominantly guj-ded by lVei.nerf s (9ZZ)
origi.nal two-dinensional nodeI. Most of the research in
sport has unfortunately ignored the nodificati-ons nade by
lVeiner (1979) and hi.s colleagues in the conceptual operations
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of the nodeI. Accordiag to Rejeski and. Brawley (199il,
the problen urith the application of Weinerrs (19?Z)
original nodel to the sport enrironment is that sport
researchers have employed the nodel urlthout questioning
lts riabillty for characterizing sj-tuations in sport. rt
seems that the elements and d.inensions of lVeinerf s original
. 
modeL are too restri-ctive to accommodate the diversity
and uniqueness of sport achievement. Although the
modified nodel proposed by Weiaer i-n 1g?9 a-I1ows for nore
fleribility in dinensi-ona'lity aad appears applicable to
crassroom or academic situations, j-t is stiLl 'rimited in
its abj-lity to accomnodate the various types of achievement
in the sports-related context.
Although the nany stud.ies in sport that have utilized
lveinerrs (1g?z) original two-d,j_mensional taxonony need. to
be carefully scrutinized, they have been a rogical step
forward in the pronotion of attempts to und.erstand the
cognitive thought processes of athretes. out of these early
studles, although constrained by problems ia method.ologlr
cane new directions for sport psychologists to go iu
studying the attributions of athletes.
Early studies ln physica]. activity uti.li.zj.ng attribution
theory took p&.ace in laboratory settiugs usiag nover tasks
ttrlth two or three repetitiorlso Researchers attenpted to
generalize results fron these studies iato. sport eettln8sr
a criticism of this raethodorogy was that stud.ies utilizing
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aovel tasks and undertaken j.n the laboratory dj.d not
pernit subjects to concretery assess their perfornances
over tine. Roberts (lgAZ) noted that in order that the
approach be more realistic a person should be able to
causally attribute an outcone in such a way that it reflects
.orevious experience. IIe further contended that outcomes
consistent w'ith prerious outcomes (e.9., success or failure)
should lead to ability or task difficulty attributions,
which are relatively stable over tine. Outcomes laconsistent
trrith prerious outcomes should lead to effort or luck
attributlons, which are relati.vely unstable over tirne.
The use of novel tasks withi.n the laboratory setting
does not allow for the type of fleribility or the type of
results which rere descrlbed in the above paragraphs.
Hence; !,or-ooveI activities beca.me the focus of laboratory
studies and appeared trore effective at discerning causal
attributions. However, the generatizability of these
results was questionable.
Recognition of the aforenentioned. probleas brought about
another logical step in the study of causal attributions
of athletes. rt was realized that it is necessary to stud.y
athletes and to assess their attributlons urithin the athLetic
environment, as opposed to a laboratory setting. rt rvas
rearized that the athletic environment is reprete w'ith
achievenent situations which occur naturally atrd which
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inherently contain success and faj.lure outcomes. ?he
athletic environment has becone an easily accessible arrd
natural uredium for the study of the attribution procssso
When applying attribution theory to sport, winn1ng
and loslng situations were used either from the natural
enrrj-ronnent (e.9., Bird & Bra.rne, 1978; Duquin, 19??; Forsyth &
Schlenker, 1977; Roberts, 197r; Spink, 1977) or rJvere created
through experimental nanipulatj-on (e.9., Gi1l & l,lartens, 19??i
Iso-Aho1a, 1978; Iso-Aho1a & Roberts, 1977 I Roberts, 19?B).
wj.nning and losing have been consi-stently defined as success
and failufe, respectively. One question which has beea
proposed by nany researchers j.s whether there are differences
between the expranatioas of success aad, failure. The most
frequently reached coaclusion is that i.ndi.vi.duals attrj-bute
their success to interual factors and attribute their fai.lure
to external factors-(Brrkowski & I,loore, 1929; Iso-Aho1a,
1975; Roberts, 1975; Spink, 1978). Iso-Aho1a (9??) noted
that after fallure lj.ttle league players rriewed. their failures
as caused. by external or environmental stinuli, whereas they
viewed their successes as being attributable to their owa
'capabi-lities. Duquin (1977) fouad that over 90% of girls
and boys who were successfrrl in ganes in their physical
education classes attributed the success to internal Gauseso
0n1y 60% ot the girls and boys who did poorly attributed
their failures to internal causeso
"4In an attempt to explaJ.n these types of results, two
explanations are offered. One explanation suggests that
when individua-Is explain the causes underlyiug their
successes they attenpt to enhance their self-i-mages, but
whea they explai.n the causes of their failures they adopt
a self-protective strategy (Snyder, Stephan, & Rosenfield,
1976). Another notion suggests that di-fferences in
explanatioas of success and failure are due to differences
in lnformation processing. Itiiller and Ross (1975)
proposed that subjects are nore Iikely to perceive a
relationship between their beharior and its outcone when
they succeed rather than when they fai1. They further
contended that j-ndividuals urj.I1 perceive outcomes as
contingent upon their own beharrior when they succeed rather
than wheu.they fail. Thus, it seems trore likely that
lndividuals perceive a contingency between their own
behavior and the outcone of an event when the outcone is
what was intended rather than when the outcome is not what
was intended. Ilowever, trore recent erridence interpreted by
Zuckerman (1979) demonstrated self-serving biases in both i
success and failure situations. Enpirical investigations of
causal attributions following task success or failure have
yielded data consistent with the self-serving position in
both sport and nonsport achievement ta.sk-. (Robertsr lgBZ).
Bradley (lgZA) suggested that explanations for success and.
failure are not based soIely on the, self-serrring position
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(notivatj.onal. processes) or on differences in infornation
processing (cognJ-tlve processes) but instead contaj-n elements
of both notivational and cognj.tive processes.
In contrast to the fi.ndj.ngs involvj.ng chj-ldren in sport,
in which no sex differences are apparent, the literature
reveals that adul-t males and fenales differ in their causal
attributions (e.9.1 Feather, 1967, 1969; Feather & Simon,
1971 1Sl-uou & Feather, 1973). These investigations
revealed that females were more incl1ned to attribute
outcomes Inore externally than naIes. Fontaine (197?) also
reported that fenales attributed their successes nore
externally than na-les but attributed their failures Eore
internally than maIes. Tn 1975, Jackaway found that adult
ferna-Ies underestinated their leve1 of perfortrarlce whj.le adult
nales tended to overestj-mate. thei-rs. f t was suggested that
fenales eater achievement situations with inadequate self-
coafldence and lower self-confi-deace thaa naLes.
i,iany of the aforementioaed studies as well as others
conducted in sport contexts have been limi.ted by methodologj.cal
constraints. First, although the third dinensi-on in
lVeinerrs (1979) nodel has beeu recognized and utj.lized by
researchers, the nodel stj.ll offers oaly the four causal
elements of ability, effort, luck: &rrd task difficulty.
Research into indi.vi.dual.st perceptions of the causes of
success aad failure in athletic situations has indicated that
these four causal elements, although sufficient in other
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contexts, do oot adequately cover the range of reasons
used in the ath]-eti.c context. Frieze (1926) asked j.ndi.vj.duals
to suggest reasons to explaj.n the causes of success and
failure in ganes and acadenic tasks. she noted that the
traditional reasons of ability, effortr arld task difficulty
were mentioned frequently, however the traditional reason
of Luck was rarely mentloned. rt was also recognized that
stable effort, which was not atrong th'e traditionar elenents,
was nentioned often. In a later study, Roberts and Pascuzzi
(1979) asked college students to make causa.l attributlons to
exprain success and failure i-n sport. They found that the
traditional four attributions accounted for on.].y 45% of the
reasons prorrided by the participants. Ttiey also noted. that
effort was the roost frequently used in acadenic situations.
Thusr they concluded tbat tLe fouf tradltlona] attributions
have less utllity in athJ.etJ.c settings than in other situations
(e.g., acadenic situatj-ons). Roberts and, Pascuzzi
encouraged researchers of attribution theory in sport and
physicaJ. activity to consider and adopt attributions
other than those contained in Weinerrs models.
To vind.icate hj.s work, lVeiner (19?9) explained that,
j-n delineating the four causal elenents of ability, effort,
task difficulty, and 1uck, he and his colleagues (li/einer et al.1
1971) did not intend to convey that these four causal elenents
t'were the only perceived deterninants of success or failure,
or even the uost saLient ones in all achievenent situations,
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(p. 4). IIe further explai-ned that j.n later.work (i'Jej-ner,
19?4; Weiner, Russe11, & Lerman, 19?8) other elements such
as mood, fatigue, illnessr atrd bias could serve as sufficient
reasons for achievenent performance outcon€so He further
contended that restricting causalJ-ty to only the four
traditi.onal. causal factors could give rj.se to false
conclusionso
A second constrai-nt exhibited in the attribution
literature was recognized by Rejeski and Brawley (1981).
They contended that, if exclusJ.ve atteuti-on is pai.d to
lrVeinerts three-d.inensional nodel as it was to tleinerts two-
dimensional model, researchers would then be lockj-ng themselves
into the study of self-perceptioa which would exclude other
aspects of sport-related social interaction.
A third nethodolog:icaI constraiut found in the
literature deaLs urith the confinenent of rrinalng and losi.ng
as the only representation of success and failure. It has
long been recognized that objectlve outcones (e.g. e winning
and losing) may not be synonynous with an indirridualf s
perception of success and fai.lure especia).ly in achievement
situations (Janes, 1890). Ilaehr and Nicho11s.(1980) also
argued that objective outcomes may not be the best nreans of
defini-ng success and faiLure. They stated that success
and fai.lure roay be better construed as psychologi.cal states
based upon the indi-vidual.fs perceptions of the causes of the
outcome (Spink & Eoberts, 1980). For exa.urple, in the ga.ure
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of softball, i.f the team an j-ndj.vi.dual played for conpeted
against a superior tean and lost but he/she thought his,/her
tea.n played we1l, although the objective ouicome is a 1oss,
the indj.vj-dual- nay vi-ew the ga[e as a successful experience.
A proposed reason for these types of feelings of success
ln spite of an objective loss is that some losses may be
interpreted as evideace of the presence of desirable personal
properties about the seLf. Maehr and Nicholls (1980)
contended that feelings of success and failure are a functi-on
of the extent to which outcomes are viewed to reflect the
presence or absence of desirable personal qual-J-ti-es.
Spink and Roberts (1980) al.so theorized that objective
outcomes may not be the most adequate way of defining
success and faJ.lure. Rather, they inplj.ed that success
and failure may be more aptly described j.n terns of an
indJ-vi-dualrs subjecti-ve perception of the i-aplications of
outcomes for desirable personal qualities, especially ability.
In a field study utilizi.ng racquetball players, the
effects of perceived outcome on the causal attri-butions
were assessed. Results clearly showed that perceived
outcomes were attributed internally, whj.le a.nbiguous
outcomes were attributed externally. spirrc and Roberts (.l980)
concluded that objective outcomes nay not be the best
determinant of success and fallure causal attributions.
In a comprehensive and crj-tical analysis of causaL
attributions, Zuckerroan (1979) concluded that the tendency
to accept responsJ.bility for success and failure is related
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to onets personality. A logi-caI extension of thJ-s belj.ef
is that persona-Iity variables such as self-confid.ence may
predispose an indi-vi-dual to uti.lj.ze certain causal elements
when explainj.ng performance outcones. The level of self-
confidence an athLete possesses may be a mediating ll.nk
i-n the types of attributions athletes make in certain
situations. Research has indicated that thj.s particular
characteristic appears relevant and irnportant to successful
or unsuccessful- task completion wj-thin a competitive sport
envlronment (IIarter, 1982; Martens, 1982). Hence, an area
of study that may help explai.n the attributions made by
athletes to success and fai-Iure situations involves the
specific personality characteristic of self-confidence.
In sunnary, the study of attribution theory lnithj.n
the sport context has been pred.oulnantly guided by Weiner,s
(1972) original. two-dinensional taxonony. IIoiever, the
results from studies utilizing this nodel are questionable.
Research indicates that the nodel i-s too restrictive to
acconmodate the nyriad of achievement situations in the
sport envirorunent and suffers fron severa-'l methodological
constrai-nts. Although probleurs erist w'ith the research in
attribution theory, research has provided a logical step
forward in the attenpt to understand the cognltive and
notivational behaviors of athletes. rt has been suggested
that, although assessment of the attributions of athretes
is interesting, it would be more reveal5.ng to attenpt to
explain them. It is proposed that the study of the
3o
personal-ity characterlstic of self-confidence, in
conjunction rith attribution assessment of athletes, may
help explaj-n the reasons offered by athletes for the
outcomes of their perfornanc€so
SeIf-confidence and Attrlbution
In his work on the naive anal-ysis of action, Heider
(1958) discussed the contributlon of personality traits to
attltudes of pow€rr He asserted that personality trai-ts and
attj-tudes are personal factors that have an iuportant
bearing on what a person can do. IIe further expounded that
'rpower is not merely a natter of physi-car and nental ability
skiIIs, it ls highly affected by attitudes of self-confidencel'
(p. 94). The feeliags of oae,s power or lack of power on a
particular task nay be connected w:tth a pervasive nood or
conpetence in which indirriduars feel they can do auything
or the despondent mood in which individuals despair about
their powers and abj.lj-ties.
i'lost psychologists have asserted that indirriduals can
do nore when they are confident aad less if they nj-strust
their own power. fn th:is light, it seens the tern power
is synonJruous r,rrith the te:m abi.lity. The inpact of
personality traits such as self-confidence is exemprifled
when persons who characteristically possess high ability
in performing a particular task are made powerless in a
group because of their diffidence (i.e.1 lack of self-
confidence). Moreover, there is a.mpIe clinicar erridence
that this seemingly stable characterlstic of ability nay
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be grossly aad pernanently affected by attitudes of self-
confid.ence (Heider, 1958). When self-confid.ence j.s
destroyed, abili-ties may al.so be. People become the
persons they think they are and j.n effect not who they
reaIly sxeo In essence indj.rridualsr self-confidence can
color thej-r perceptions of the world as well as perceptions
of thenselves.
Previous attribution investigations have neglected the
possj.ble relatlonshlp of personality and personality
variables to attributions in competitive athletic situations.
This is surprisiag because the iroportance of considering
the interactioa of the situation and the indi-vj.dual for
a better understanding of hunan behavior has been frequently
enphaslzed (e.9., Endler & Hunt, 19591 Martens, 19?6). If
causal attributlons to achievenent outcomes ate the
si.tuati-onal. varj-ables of interest, it would seem that the
personality traits (e.g., self-confid.ence) that nay
influence achievement motivation should be the logical focus
of attention (Daughdrill, 1978).
Self-confideace infers a beli-ef or trust i-n oneself
or oners own abilities, a feeling of assurance that si-tuation
outcomes w'j.11 be favorable to one t s goal-directed
behariors (Bandura, 19ZZ). Bandura further explained that
such self-confideuce is not the conviction that one caa
never make a nistake, but that one is competent to think,
to judger ?.nd when necessary to comect onets erroro
Branden (1969) viewed self-confidence as confidence in
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oners mj.nd, and its reLj-abi1i-ty as a tool of cognition.
Harter (1978) viewed self-confidence as donain specj.fi-c.
She stated that someone could be perceived as conpetent J-n
another donain; in other words competence in one donain does
not aecessarily generalize to other donains (e.g., competent
in sports but not in academics; or competent in softball
but not in other sports, such as tennis).
Featherts (1969) statement concerning the way
individuals attrj-bute responsibility for success or failure
as being d.epend.eut upon their initlal expectaticn of success
in perforning the task seemed to have undertones of the
beliefs of self-confidence that Bandura stated in l9??.
Uti.lizing the definition of self-confidence proposed by
Bandura (]'977) combined urith Ilarterts (gza) stateneats
concerning domaln speci.ficity of serf-coufid.ence, it seens
plausi-bIe to assume that athletes possessing high self-
confidence in their sport-specific abilities w:Llr tend to
expect a favorable outcone of a sj.tuatJ.on in which they
must apply these specific abilities. To extead this thought
further, it seems feasible to theorize that those athletes
possessing high seLf-confidence feel competent in their
sport-s.pecific abj.lities. Therefore, they believe that they
are in contror of thej-r goal-directed behariors and, thus,
may take more responsj.bility for the outcomes of thelr
performances. contingent upon the ratter beliefs, it also
seens reasonable to contend that athletes who possess hish
seLf-confidence in their abilities and who seem to accept
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more responsibility for the outcomes of their performances
may be more inclj.ned to make more internal attributions
to explai.n the outcorees of their perfornancsso
In contrast, athletes who possess 1ow self-confidence
in their abj-li.tj-es tend to expect a less than favorabLe
outcome of a situation i-n which they nust apply these
specifj-c abi1j-ti-es. It would al.so seem that these
athletes feel they have less control over their goaf-
directed beharriors and, thus, urj.Il take less responsibility
for the outcomes of their perfornancsso Moreover, lt
would seem that low self-confldent athletes who 
.Dossess
the aforementioned characteristics nay be more inclined
to make nore external attributions ln explaining the
outccmes of thelr perfornancsso
fn sururary, the i-nportance of considering the
interaction of situations and the indj-v1duaL (i.e.,
personality traits) for the understanding of hr.uaa behavior
has been frequently emphasized. However, nost
investigations i-n sport have neglected the possj.ble
relationship of personality and personality variables to
attributions in conpetitive athletic situations.
fnvestigating the potential effects of the personality
variable self-confidence on attributions seems like a
fruitful research perspective.
Assessment of Self-confidence
There has been a vast proliferation of instrunents
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for the measurement of personality and characteristics
in the self field. However, there is a.mple evidence to
suggest that most of the instrrrments have only been
utilized ouce or tqrice rrith Iittle regard for validity
(Wylie 
, 1974). It has been recognized that researchers
have developed instrr:ments for their own particular
concern with disregard for any type of universal use or
neasurenent (Shavelson, Hubner, & Stantoa, 19?6).
rn addition, results fron many tests may be affected.
by nood fluctuations or by the environnental or physical
conditions at the tine and prace of the testing. lhis
.positioa ls supported ia the writings of Labenne and Greea
(1969) and Piers (196il. They also crained. that unforeseen
clrcunstaaces such as illaess and/or accideats nay cause
discrepancies.
Crowue and Stephens (19G1) postulated that problems
in self measurenent Ii.e ia the tests themselves. Tests
that requi.re evaluative and interpretive thinking nay
result ia lncongruent scores because of the d,ifferent
interpretations aad evaluations of the individuals invoLved..
Relatively Iittle has been d,one in the specific area
of serf-confidence neasurenent. However, a large quantity
of sport personality research has mad.e use of tests based
on the trait model of behavior (e.g., Catte1l,s Sixteen
Persouatity Factor Questlonnaire) (Fisher, 1984). A
criticism of this trait model is that 
.oersonality traits
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explain no trore than 1O% of the behavioral- variabi.li.ty
in any givea situation (Endler & Hunt, 1966, 1958). Thi-s
discovery w'ithi-n the general psychology area was later
substantiated j-n the athletic environment (e.9., Burton,
1977; Fisher, Borowicz, & l,lorris, 1978; Fisher, ilorsfall,
& Morrls, 1977).
There is a sinilar problen for the rrsituationiststf
who purport that behavior i-s prinarily a function of the
environment. Research shows that li.ke traits, situations
have nininal behavioral predictor val ue.
Out of both these positions, based on intuJ.tj.ve
thinking, grew the interactlonal uodel of behavior. fl::j.s
paradlgn recognized that behavior seems to be j-nfluenced
by both personality characteri-stics and. the eavironmental
situation. Based on the interactional node1, the reciprocal
interactlon between the athlete ard the specifi.c sport
environnent nust be evaluated if one is to predict or
improve performance outcomes (Bandura 1197B). According to
this nodel personality and envirorunent are interdependent.
Fisher (1984) proposed a methodology to assess this
interaction between athletes and the sport environment
which neets the criteria specified in the interactional
model. The nethodology is nade up of a conbination of
the california Q-set (cQ-s"t) which was developed by Block
(1951) and the contextual tenplate matching (cT},t) technique
developed by Hoffman and Ben (t9BZ).
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CQ-set
The CaLifornia Q-set (CQ-set) is a set of 100 statement
cards devised by Block (1951) to describe a broad spectrum
of personality characteristics in a vast range of contexts.
This Q-technique describes personality in terms of the
i-ndividual. as opposed to the populati.on. The O--sort method
involves the sorting of the 10o personality descriptive items
and ranlc ordering by subjects into nj-ne stacks which are
amanged on a continuun fron 1 to 9 according to the degree
to which the5r are characteristlc of the subject. Thi.s
continuum of nine categories ranges between the two extremes
of ttleast like mert'to rrnost li.ke Ers.tt Ihe subjects are
forced to place a specified number of itens in each pile
to field a quasi-normal distributj-on of items (Block, 19G1).
The use of the Q-technieu€r which is a forn of the Q-sort
method, has been predoaluantly replaced by the coatextual
template matching (CU,t) techaique (Hoffnan & Beu t 1982).
This techaique embraces a situation-specific description
of an individua.Lrs personality.
Contextual Teraplate l.latchinE
This second techrrique nay even better meet the specified.
criteria of the interactional paradigm. CTl,l explores
how the characteristics of people and situations interact
to deternine beharrior (Hoffman & Ben, 19BZ). Behaviors of
interest (e.g., self-confidence) are characterized by a
constructed tenplate. The ternplate consists of a personality
description of a hypothetical or prototype person most
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likeIy to exhibit that behavior in the situation of
interest. The behavior of an indiridual may be then
predicted by conparing the individualrs personality
self-description using the cQ-set urith a particular
tenplate. The tenplate is usually constructed by an
expert who has had experience in the situation for which
the personality description was described. Thus, if an
athletesr personality description highly correlates rrith
a ternplate of serf-confidence as described by an expert,
then the athlete is predicted to exhibit confident
beharior in the sj-tuatj.on for which the description and
tenplate were prescribed. rn other words, the crM technique
describes an idear set of personality characteristlcs or
varlables for particular situatlons (e.g., softball). The
conbination of the cQ-set and c$,1 may prove to be the best
nethodology to assess personali-ty characteristics i.n a variety
of contexts. As of this tine, however, there have been
relativery few studies conducted which have utili.zed this
methodology. There have, however, been a.mpIe stud.ies
utj.lj.zj-ng the Q-techniques.
lluch of the research naking use of the Q-sort nethod
wlthin the athletic coatext was d.esigned for a specified
research problen. Relationships between self-concept, body
inager snd the novenent concept were explored. by Doudlah
(1962). Nation (1969) utilized the Q-set constructed by
う8
Doud■ah tO study the effect of physica■ ducation
on the movement concept.
In 1969, P■117n7ner constructed a Q―set tO discover
the nllmber of aspects of achievement motivation w■th
gymnasts and basketba■■ p■ yers.  Ber■in (1971)
exam■ned the motives of women co■■egiate ath■etes us■ng
a forced―hO■ce Q―Set she designed to descr■be ath■etic
motivationo  ln a ■ater study Graf (1978)modified
Ber■in's Q―Set fOr uti■ization by cOaches.  Graf then
used this Q_Set tO study the motivation of fema■e
co■ege coaches。
The merger of the CTM technique with the CQ―Set has
been uti■ized in two studies invo■ving cO■■ege ath■etes.
Satter■y (1982)uti■izさa cIM in.a study Of the―effects.of
psychO■Ogicaユ ski■■s traュnュng on perce■ved exertion.
Araniti (198う)assessed ath■etes: se■f_confidence in a variety
of sport―spec■fic s■tuatiOns a■so us■ng the CTM technique.
In sl17nmary, there have been re■ative■y few instrllments
spec■fic a■■y designed tO assess se■f_cOnfidence.  The two
most advantageous and usefu■ methods tO assess persona■ity
Chnracter■stics, such as se■f―confidence, are the CQ_set
and CTM techniqueo  Recent■y, bOth techniques have been
combined to more accurate■y meet the ■n eractiona■ mOde
cr■teria demands which require that the unit Of ana■ysis
shou■d be the person―in―cOntext.
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Assessment of Attributions
Vtrithj-n the attrlbution research, attributions
have been recorded j.n the follorrrj-ug sltuations: (a)
after success and faj.lure have been experinentally
manipulated, (b) as they naturally occur in languager
and (c) after subjects have been asked to i.:ragine
theraselves wj-nning or losing in a coapetitive sport
enrirorunent. fn the najority of the s.tudies the subjects
were asked to state the cause of the iaticated outcone
through ratings on scaLes that were provided by the
investigator (Roberts & Pascuzzi, 1979). The ratings
process was en].i.sted j-a a variety of ways. Most often
the participants were asked to judge how much a
particular element contributed to the outcone. However,
sonetimes participants r,vere asked to rate how nuch each
cause was present ia the i.uagined or experienced si-tuation.
The most com.nonry used scales were those taking the form of
a Likent scale i.a which the judgmeats made by subjects
were independent of each other.
Laboratorv Research
During the early 197os attribution research in sport
was usua'l 1y conducted in the laboratory, utili.zing achieveneat
tasks that were geaeral.ly novel (rittr notor a1aze and
stabilometer perfornaaces being the nost common) (ngjeshi
& Braw1ey, 1983). There vrere obrrious problens w-ith this
methodorogy. The most prevalent of these was the method.s
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of measurement. The use of novel tasks did not afford. the
subjects the luxury of being able to assess their
perfornances over tine. rt a).so di-d not involve the
subjects in a nea.ingfuf setting or a si.:nilar real worId
sport context. IIence, neasurement was often difficult.
Although thj.s methodorogy did not afford nuch ego-involvement
when subjects r.vere successful, the results generally
supported'a self-enhancing bias. The recognition of the
aforenentioned problems as well as questionable results
fron the studies led to the design of field studies.
Field Reseanch
A vast number of fierd studies in sport attribution
grew out of the nethodological problems of the previous
laboratory research. l,tost of the couducted. fieId stud.ies
have predoninantly studi-ed the pattern of causal
ascriptions of tean sports. The utilization of real world.
sports is thought to be more ego-involving than the novel
tasks used in the laboratory. A najor problen r,trith the
field studies is the generalizability of resurts. There
exists two plausible reasons for this: (a) there is a 1ack
of developmental studies, therefore generalizations across
age groups is inapproprlate, and (b) the structure and
nature of certaln sports (e.g., tean vs. individual) make
certain attributions more sa].i-ent (gira & Brane, 19?B;
Duquin, 1977; Forsyth & Schlenker, 19??; Spink , 1 ,a??).
Although neaningful results have been ind.icated in the
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aforementioned studies, Roberts and. pascuzz:- (lgZg)
argued that if participants were alIowed to respond freely
they perhaps would not offer the sane causal reasons as
they would when forced to rate pre-6pecj-fied causal elements.
Thusr subjects nay respond atypically when not allowed to
explain events in terms that have meaning to them. An
assunption made by Roberts and pascuzz:- (19?9) was that
the individuals participating in their study wouLd. be able
to readlly respond to opea-ended questions that were presented
a:rd that the responses would be based. upon the ongoin8
attributional processes that prayers or spectators use
in actual athletic situations. The nost inportant
finding fron Roberts and Pascuzzi,s study, which utj.lized
the phenomenorogy of participating subjects, was that the
four caus,'l attributioas utilized in nost prerious stud,ies
accouuted for only 45?6 of all the attributions nad.e. The
other 55% of attributions feIl into the follouring categori-es:
1 . Tea.uwork--6s4niag tea.nwork or cohesi.on.
2. Psychological factors--meaning notivatioa, arousal,
anxlety.
3. Practice--psaniag self or tean was better or worse
prepared, nore or ress fj-t, or had more or less practice.
4. unstable ability--neaning perforued well or poorly
today.
5. coaching--B€aFirlg responsibility of the coach.
6. 0fficials--meaning responsibi-li-ty of the officials.
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7. Other.
Although the results from thJ.s study by Roberts and
Pascuzzi (1979) are genera].ly supported by most of the
sport researchers interested j-n attri.butional studies,
little has been done to buiLd upon this information gained.
from their study. This is perhaps because, although
each study done within the sport attrlbutional fi.eld is
a logical step in the right dj.recti.on toward the understanding
of athletes, attributional processes, there stilI exist
many methodological problens. This is aot.to say that
the problems ia nethodology are so large that attributional
research should be ceased. On the contrary, researchers
should leara fron the problens of previous research and
work to improve upon nethodologies. According to Rejeski
and Brawley (1983), "if attrlbutioa research in sport j-s to
advance in this decade, then prerious mistakes or weaknesses
warrant identi-ficatioa and a broad,er conceptual approach
for the future research nust be adopted" (p. ?B). Despite
problems in nethodology, attribution research in sport has
been beneficial for the understanding of the motivational
and cogniti-ve thought processes and behariors of athletes.
Sumnarv
The research coacerning the assessnent of athletesr
attributions in the athletic context has progressed from
the studies conducted in the laboratory utili.zing novel tasks
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to fi.eld and ernpirical studj-es done urithi-n the actuaL sport
setting. Most of the research rrithin the sport field has
been gui-ded by Ifiej.nerts (19?2) orj.gj.na]. nodel which
consisted of only two causal dfunensions and only four
causa-I elenents. However, although studies indicated that
subjects do nake meaningful causal judgueats when given
rating sca'l es i-n dif ferent achievement-oriented athletic
situatj-onsr. Roberts and Pascazz:- (j979) published results
demonstrating that subjectst explanations are descriptivery
richer than the four elenent mode consisting only of
abiU-ty, effort, luckr and task difficulty.
There has, however, beea li.ttle done to build upon
thj.s i-nformation gained fron Roberts and Pascuzzirs 19?9
study. It is suggested that the identification of the
faults of prev-ious research should pronpt better studies
lv:tth a broader conceptual approach in the attribution fierd.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Thj-s chapter describes the follouring areas: (a)
the manner in which subjects were selected, (b) tne
testing instruments used, (c) tne nethods of d.ata
collection, (d) the treatment of data, and. (e) sumtrary.
Selection of Sirb'iects
subjects for the ecological validity portion of the
study (N = l) were selected fron the 1984 Ithaca College
varsity softball tean. selection was based on availability
of subjects to neet with the researcher at a specified.
tine for approrinately t hour.
subjects for the template construction phase of the
study (N = 3) were selected fron experienced college
varsity softba-lI coaches. Participating coaches were from
fthaca College (Div1sion III), LeMoyue College (Divisj.on fI),
and the University of Delaware (Dirrision I). The
selected coaches were known personally by the researcher
and each possesses successfur tea.u records. Each coachrs
experience was deemed adequate by the researcher to.
wamant them as conpetent judges of the personality
characteri-stic of self-confidence as it relates to
playing softbaIl.
subjects (athletes) for the attribution aad. self-
confidence study were members of Division r, rr, and. rrr
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college varsity softbal-l teams fron the ilortheast and
i"tj-d-At1antic regions of competitlon (N = 65). Sub jects
for thj-s phase of study were sought through telephone
conversations urith respective tea.n coaches. There
were 15 tea.ns asked to participate, however, only five
tea.ms responded affirnatively. The nost coasistent
reason for non-participation was the length of the tine
commitment necessary to complete the testing.
All participants for each part of the study were
informed, prior to testing, of the denands and necessary
tine connitment to complete their respective phase of
the study. A1I recrulted subjects voluntari-ly agreed.
to participate and signed a written cousent to that effect.
Testine fnstrueents
Softball Outcones Inventorv (S0I)
An iuventory of success and failure softball situations
trith an assessment rating scale of causal attributlons
that could be made to the outcone of these situations
was designed to complete this investigation (see Append,ix
A). Thj-s inventory was used. as a neans of studying athletesl
reasons for the outcome of varlous softball situations.
Each situation was constructed in such a way that any player,
regardless of position, courd rrisualize thenself i-n the
situatj-on.
The inventory consists of 16 situatlons each possessing
a combinatlon, w1th varying degrees, of the fo11o,,ring
factors: success,/failure x intern al/external x stable,/
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unstable x controllabre,/uncontroLlable. Following each
situation, certain very common reasons as to why the
particular outcome occurred were listed. Athretes
were asked to rate the follouring reasons on a scale from
1 to I representing the degree to which they perceived each
reason to have caused the outcome: (a) your typical Ievel
of abili-ty, (b) degree of difficurty or easiness of this
situation, (c) how nuch effort you used. ia this situation,
(d) quality of opponents, (e) how nuch ability you used,
in this situation, (f) Iuck, (g) your typlcal level of
effort, (h) coachlng, and (i) your psychologj.cal state of
nind ( see Appeadi-x A).
Ca■ifornia O_set (CQ_set)
A second test used in the study was the california
Q-set, devised by Elock (tget) and. adapted by Ben (19?9).
The cQ-set consists of 100 statement cards. Each card is a
personality descriptor which participants sort to best
describe either thenselves or a specj-fied. hypothetical
protoiype of a particular type of athlete. The statements
are rank ordered, by the participantsl along a continuum
which is comprised of varying d,egrees between two extrenes.
There are nine categories along the continuum ,"ith extreraes
ranging fron rtleast like netr to ,most 1j}e mefr or least
like the prototype being described, to raost like the
prototype being described.
sortlne Procedure. The d.escriptor card.s rvere first
sorted into three piles: (a) characteristic items, (t)
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irrelevant itemsr and (c) uncharacteristic itens (see
Appendix B). To ensure that subjects understood. the meaning
of the terms on the personality descriptor cards each
subject was given a "crib sheetil to help complete the
test. The crib sheet consisted of a column listJ.ng the
numbers of the cards, a columa listing the word or tern,
arld a third column defining the meaaing of the tern.
The cards in the three stacks were then sorted into
nine categories ranging fron extrenely uncharacterj.stic
to extremely characteristic of the indj-vidual being
described. Typically, the nost characteristic descriptor
itens were placed ia Category 9. Irrelevant or aeutral
itens were placed j.n the nlddle categories. Ouce the
sorting was conplete each descriptor card received a
score corresponding to the nurber of the category i-nto which
it was placed, from 1 to g. These scores were then recorded,
on a record sheet for subsequent analysis.
The constrained sortlng procedure used i-n this test
forces the descriptor itens into a quasi-nornal distribution
w:tth a mean of 5 ar1d. a stand,ard, derrj-ation of approxinately 2.
The nrurber of items assigned to Categories 1 to 9 are 51 9.,
12, 15, 18, 16, 12, B, 5, respectiveiy. Once the entire
procedure is conplete, including the record.ing of scores
on the record sheet, the statenent cards are thea shuffled
in preparatioa for another sorter.
subjects for the ecologlcal validity stud.y were asked
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dj-rectly by the researcher to meet at a specj.fi.ed tine in
an office setting to review the 16 situations. Each subject
read each situation and directly indi.cated to the researcher
whether she had been in that type of situation, r,vhether
the situatlon occured frequently, and to what would she
attribute the outcome of that particular si-tuation. The
entire procesb took approxinately t hour. The results of
the study indicated that the 16 situations urere varid in
that they seened to encompass the softball context and that
each situation occurs frequently enough in a real world
setting to warant athletes making attributioas to then.
Subjects for the tenplate construction study were
contacted either directly or through a telephone conversation
r,rith the researcher and asked to participate in the study.
Before a decisiou was made to use these particular coaches,
each coach was asked if she thought she would be an adequate
judge of the personality characteristic of serf-confi.dence
as i.t rerates to playiag softba11. Each coach gave a positive
repIy. The constructors then sorted the cQ-set at thei_r
conveniencsr Each template constructor was given both
verbal and written instructions of how to sort the loo
descriptor cards of the CQ-set. There were no apparent
problems during this procedure and each coach indicated
that it took no loager than I hour to conplete the sort.
softball athletes who participated. as subjects for the
attribution assessment and. self-confidence stud.y were 
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recruited through either a direct or a telepbone
conversation with the coach of a respective tea.m. rf the
answer was affj-rnative, the coach was asked to arrange a
convenient tine for the tean members to neet with the
researcher for the testing. After arranAeraents were
nade, the researcher met w'ith each tean at the specified
tines. The testing took place in a classroom setting, w'ith
the exception of one tean who conpleted the tests in a
gynnasium. Both verbal and urritten i-nstructions were
given to the athletes to conplete the softball outcones
fnventory. ThJ.s test took approxinately JO ninutes.
Following the collection of these tests verbal and
vrrritten instructions were givea to the athletes to
conplete the CQ-set. The researcher was available to
answer any and all questions. The cQ-set testing took
approrinately 50 ninutes, thus the entire process took
approrinately !0 ninutes.
Treatment of Data
S0I Data
Data obtained from the softbalr cutcoraes rnventory
(SCI) coraputer answer sheets for aI1 55 subjects were
first subjected to an optlcal scanning by the computer.
This technique put out 144 d.ata points per each subject.
Through a scan aad edit command aIl extraneous information
(e.g., subject na.ne, sexr *ge, etc.) were d.iscard,ed
5o
leaving only subject identification numbers and the 1 44
attributions per subject.
Data were then collapsed across all 1G situations
keeping attributions distinct, thus resulting ln nine
attributional scores for each of the 65 athletes.
Descriptive statistics of the mean and stand,ard d.eviation
of the nine attributions i-n success situations were
computed. The sane descriptive statistics were computed,
for the failure situations. The nine attributions across
success versus failure situations were subjected. to one-way
analyses of variance (ANOVA).
rndividual differeaces in attributions were d,erived
from a 9 x't intercorreration natrix for each of the 65
subjects. The data were then subjected. to the rndividual
Differences scaring Analysis (il,IDscAr) tqoael (camo11 &
chang, 1970). The output fron this analysis resulted in a
subject space and a group space, and. the attribution
dimensions were derived from the latter.
C0 Data
All subjectsr data obtained. frorn the california Q_set(cQ-set) were first record.ed by hand on a cQ-set record.
sheet' A separate sheet was used. for each j-nd.irridual subject.
The s€ure procedure sras used to record co.-sets used by
the three experts to construct a template of the prototype
of a self-confident softball athlete. A nean template
representing the prototype of a self-confident softbar-r.
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athlete was derived by averaging mathematically the scores
given to each CQ"-set item by the three experts.
Each subjectts 100 scores of the CQ-set were comelated
w'ith the 100 scores of the mean template representing the
prototype of a self-confident softball athlete to :
discover the degree of association of athletest CQ-sorts w-ith
the expertsr template. The multi-variate relationship
between attributio.ns (specifically, di-mension weightiags
from INDSCAI) and self-confidence (specifi.caIIy, comelations
w'ith the ideal self-confldent so ftba11 athlete ) was
investigated. This was done to assess whether athletesl
self-confidence leveIs were nediating or influential
factors in the types of attributions made by them in the
success and failure situations of the S0I.
Sunmarv
Athletes (E = 65) used in this investigation were
members of intercollegiate varsity softball tea.ros from
the Northeast and i'iid-Atlantic regions o f conpeti-tion. c f
the 1, tea.ms asked to participate in the study, only five
teans responded affiruatively.
subjects were first adninistered the softbarl Outcomes
Inventory (sol). Utilizing the provid.ed. attributional scale,
athletes were asked to rate how much of the nine attri-butions
contributed to the outcome of each of the 15 sj-tuations.
Data obtained fron the S0I were then subjected to the
rndividual Differences scaling Analysis (il'IDscAl) t,ioael
(Carroll & Chang, 1970).
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Followi.ng thi.s test, subjects were then given the
cQ-set. Athletesr sorts were then correlated r,rr:Lth a single
template which was constructed by averaging the three
expertsr scores of thei-r CQ-sorts. The multlvariate
relationship between attributions and self-confidence was
assessed by nultiple correlatlon.
Chapter 4
A}IAIYSTS OF DATA
This chapter presents the resur-ts and the statisticar
analysis of data of this study. The chapter is d.ivid.ed.
into the follorring sections: (a) descriptive stat,istics
and ANovA of s01 data, (b) individuar differences analysis
of sOr data, (c) correlation between template and athletes,
personality data, (d) nultiple correlation of INDSCAL
dinensi-ons and seLf-confideucer Lrrd (e) surnary.
Descrj-ptive Statistics and
ANOVA of S0I Data
Table 1 reveals the nagnitude of athletes, attrlbutions
across success and failure situations. Data were collapsed
across the 15 situations keeping attributions distinct, thus
resulting in nine attributional scores for each of the 65
athletes. Across success situations on1y, the most often
used attribution was effort expended lv'ith a mean of J.)l
and the least used attribution was coaching with a mean of
2.6r. Across failure si-tuations on1y, the most often used.
attribution was abili-ty expended urith a nean of 3.56 and.
the least used attribution was ruck with a laean of z.JJ.
The nine attributions across success versus failure
situatlons were sub.'iected to ore-IVay aaglyses of variance
(ANcvA) (Tarte 1 ). Eight of the nine causal attributions
u/ere shown to be statistically significant in explatning the
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Tab■e l
Ana■ysis of variance Of Attributions in
Success vse Fal■ure situatlong
Succssg Fallure
?
?
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
Typica■ b■■itr
Task difFicu■ty
Effort expended
Qua■lty of opponentg
Abl■lty expended
Luck
Typica■ eFfort
coaching
Psycho■ogica■ state
3o49
3019
3o91
2.97
3。83
2.85
3o75
2.65
3.71
1.26
1.13
1。13
1。25
1.lo
lo39
1.o6
1。2年
1。18
3o19
3・52
3o46
3.10
3056
2.55
3o31
2.94
3o43
1。20
■。1年
1.22
1・30
1。21
lo31
1。66
lo32
1。22
15o54■
22。213●
38。68●
2。39
13o61■
13o00●
4oooo●
12.58●
14。43●
曽 p く.o5。
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outcomes of success and failure situations in softball.
The onry causal attribution not revealing statistical
significance was quality of opponents.
l'lore specifically, AlIovA results show that the causal
attributions of typical ability, effort expend.edl ability
expended, 1uck, typical effort, and psychological state
were all utilized nore often when explaining outcones
of success softball situations versus explaining outcones
of fa-lIure softball situations. on the other hand., the
causal attrj-butions of task difficulty, quality of opponents
(not statistically significant) r ard. coaching were a1r
utilized more often when expra-ining outcones of failure
softball situations versus explaining outcomes of success
softball situations. .A,NOVA results also showed, that the
coach-ing attribution was viewed as less fuaportant in
success situations but viewed as nore important in
failure situations. Thi-s result seens to reveal that when
softball athletes fair they are i_ncIined. to place bla.rne on
the coach rather than internally attribute or take
responsi-bility for a failure outcome. rt is aLso
interesting to note that in successful situations athl_etes
riewed the psychological state attributi.on to have nore
influence on the outcome when it was successful but viewed.
it to have less infruence when the outcome was failure. This
result seens to also indicate that athLetes internalize their
successes by attributing then to positive psychological
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states but take less responsibility for their failures by
attributing less to their psychological states. It
should be noted, however, that the 16 softbalJ. situations
were constructed in such a way as to predispose athletes
to rate certain attributions higher than others in certain
situations, thus rcaking certain attributions more saLient
in a particular situation than in another situation.
Indi-vi.dual Di- fferences Analvsis
fndi.vidua]. differences in attributions were derived
fron a 9 x p intercorrelation matrix for each of the 55
subjects. Data were arranged in a three-way matrix, 9
attributions x 9 attributions x 65 athletes. Each athletets
data matrix was separate. These data were subjected to
the radividuar Differences scaring Analysis (rNDscAt) tqoaet
(carrolI & chang, 1970). The attributions x athletes data
natrix revealed the indiridual dlfferences that erist in the
data obtained fron the sOr. Deconposition aaalysis created.
an attributi-ons x di-mensions matrix which resulted in what
is termed a group space. Thj-s analysis also created, an
athl-etes x dimensions matrix which resulted. in what is
terned the athlete space. The di.nensions were rabeled. on
the basis of a subjective content analysis of the Location
of each attribution along the dinensj.on.
Group Space
Figure 'l iLlustrates the attribution dinenslons that
were derived from the group space. Attributions on
Uncontrollable
External
Controllable
Figure 1. Two-dlmenslonal group attrlbutlon space from lndivldual-
dlfferences analysis of sport sltuatlone.
Internal
??
?
?
??
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Dimension 'l ranged from negative to positi-ve as follows:
]uck (#6), quality of opponents (#4), coaching (#8),
task difficulty (#2), effort expended (#il, typical
effort (#7), ability expended (#il, psychologj-cal state
G9) , and typical abilj.ty (#l ) . Dl:oension 1 appeared. to
characteri-ze athletest attributions as being external or
internal, therefore, the dinension was labeled external,/
internal. Along the second dimension, attributions ranged
from negative to positive as follows: effort expended (#3),
ability expended (#5), psychologlcal state (#g), typical
effort (#7), typical ability (#t), luck (#6), coaching (#B),
task difficulty (#Z) , and quality of opponents (#4).
Diuensioa 2 appeared to characterize athletesr attributions
as being controllable or uncontrollable, thus Dimension 2
was labeled controIlable,/uncontrollable. It should be noted
that, although three dinensions were derived from the group
space, the thi-rd dimension which was labeled as stabre/
unstable was not viewed as salient to the athletes (1.e., it
did not enhance the athretes, fit to the overalr sorution).
Thus, the dlscarding of the third di.nension seemed. to be of
little consequeflceo
AlL attributi-ons can be interpreted. in the two-d.inensional
sense (see Figure 1 ). The rocation of attributions #2(task difficulty), #4 (ouality of opponents)1 and #g (coaching)
depict these attributions as less internal arong Dinension l
and uncontrolLabre along Dlnension z. The location of
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attributions #3 (effort expended), #5 (ability expended),
#? (typical effort), aad #9 (psychological state) depict
these attributions as somewhat internal along Dinension 1
and controllabre along Dimension z. The rocation of
attribution #1 (typical abi-Ij-ty) depicts this attribution as
internaL along Dimension 1 but it is neither clearly
controllable or uncon,tro1lable, showing a nlxed meaning
aloag Dinension 2. The loiatiou of attribution #5 (luck)
depicts this attribution a.s externaL along Dinensi_on 1 but
it is neither clearly controllable or uncontrollable, show'ing
a mixed neaning along DirnensioD. Z.
Athlete Soace
wlthin the TNDSCAL sorution iadividual athletes
retalned their identi-ty in the 55 x 2 natrix (athletes x
diraensions), which is terned the athlete or subject space.
Attributions were collapsed across alr situations and were
represented by two meaningful dinensions. Figure z reveals
the external,/internal and contro1lable,/uncontrollable
athLete space for all 65 athletes. rn noting the range of
individual responses, it can be seen that most of the
softball athl-etes aade use of both dinensions on which to
base their attributions. However, it can also be noticed.
that some athletes used only one dimension on which to base
their attributions (e.g., Athletes ?r 10, 19, and 28 used the
external,/internal drnension al-most exclusivelyr whereas
Athletes 53 and JJ used the controllable/uncontrollable
Uncontroll-abIe
Flgure
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dimension almost exclusively).
Model Fit
Through uornal.j.zati.on procedures w:Lthin the INDSCAL
conputer progratr the distance each athletets coordiaates
are located fron the ori.g:in are calculated. It should be
noted that the greater the distance from the origin, the
better the athlete fj.ts the nodeI. In Elgrrre 2, for
exanple, Athlete 27 fits the noder better than AthLete 52.
Figure J shows the degree to which the two-dinensional
nodel ( external /Ltternal and coatrollable/uncoatrollable )
fits the athletest attributioas to the 16 softba].l situatioas.
comelation coefflcients between the group attributioa space
and each athlete ranged fron .15 (Atnlete 44) to .92 (Atblete
19) rrith the root uean square correratloa beiag .62. The
noder prorided a good fit for nost atLletes but for others
the nodel did not work as weII. Thi.s nean6 that the two-
dinensional sorution did not capture atL 55 athletesI
cognitive schenasr 8s they relate to naking attributions,
equarry we1l. Eowever, as Figure J illustrates t jz of the
55 athletes Go%) reveaLed correlatioa coefficients of .5o
or higher.
Comelations Between Ienplate and
Athletest Personalitv Data
A nean tenplate represeatiag the prototype of a self-
confident softball athlete was derived by averaging the
scores given to each cQ-set iten by the three experts.
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
Coruelatlon Coe f flclents
Flgure J. Model f1t relatlonshlpe for all athlotes (N = 65).
??
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Each of the 55 athletest 100 scores of the CQ-set were
correlated rrith the nean tenplate representlng the
prototype of a self-confideut softball athlete to discover
the degree of associatiou of athletes! cQ-sorts urlth the
expertst template. Table 2 discloses the resuJ.tj.ng
correlation coefficients. Coefficieuts ranged from g = .O3(lthtete 12) to r = .?5 (Athlete I 1 ). Ihe highest
coefficieat of E - .75 represented the CQ-sort of an
athlete rith the highest self-confldence when i.n the
softball earrirornent or playing softball. The lowest
coefficient of g = .0J represented an athletets CQ-sort
which showed uo commorr associatioa ulth expertst nean
tenplate of self-coafidence.
Multlple Correlati-on of INDSCAL
Dlnensions and Self-confidence
rn an attenpt to discover the maxlnum relati-oushi-p
between attribution Dinensioas I aad 2 aad. self-coafid,ence,
the nurtlvariate relationship between attributioas and.
serf-coafidence was assessed by nultj.pre comelation. The
nultiple correlation of B = .28 iadicated that self-
confi-dence explaiaed only 8% of the attribution dinensions
variance; this left 92% of the attributiou d.iaensions
variance unexplained. More specificarly, Dinensioa I trith
self-confj-dence showed a pearson g of .Z? (p < .05), and
Dimensiou 2 rrith self-confideuce showed. a pearson g of .o?(p < .05). This neans that self-coafidence explained litt1e
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Corre].ation
Athletes t
Table 2
Between Ienplate and
Personali-ty Data
Subject ニ
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
tg
19
20
.39
.50
.45
.34
.49
.58
.62
.48
LL
.49
.76
.03
.51
.51
.41
.44
.52
.54
.62
.59
6ラ
Table 2 (continued)
Subject ??
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
50
51
52
うう
う4
55
う6
57
う8
う9
40
41
.う4
o49
o48
。55
。68
05
.ラう
.72
。66
。70
。52
。47
.ラう
。52
。29
.58
。66
。58
・54
.59
o47
66
Table 2 (continued)
Subject ニ
42
5
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
,1
52
5う
ラ年
55
56
57
58
ラ9
60
61
62
.56
。15
。11
。48
.6う
●場
。51
・40
.52
.52
o46
。17
o49
.57
041
.58
.57
。,1
。49
。5ラ
。52
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Subject
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?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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of the internal/exteraal attributions variance, although
the correlation was statj.stj.cally sj.gnj.fi.csnt. In a
like mallner, self-confid.ence showed no rned.iating i-nfluences
on the controllability attributions of Di.measion 2. It
seems that serf-confidence aa the only nediatiag variable
appears to explain very little about the attributions made
by female softball athletes.
Sunuarv
Descriptive statistics of the nean and staudard
deviation of each of the nine attributions acrogs success
and failure situations were conputed. In success situations,
the attributioa effort expeaded yielded the highest nean
score of 3.56.
The nine attributions acroEs success versus failure
situations were subjected to one-wal analyses of variance
(ANOVA). Eight of the nine attributions revealed !
values which were statistically significant. ouly the
causal attribution of quality of opponents was not
statistically signi fi-c ant.
rndividua-r differences analysis of the sor data
revealed a group space for the nine attributioas and an
athlete space for each of the 65 athletes. Two d.inensions
were derived fron the group space. Dineasion 1 wae
labeled external/itterna^L aad Dimeasion 2 was Labeled
controlIable,/uncontrolrable. A third d,i.nensioa, which
was labeled stable,/unstable, was d.erived. fron the group
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space but was not as sali-ent to this study.
Figure J shows the degree to which the two-dinensional
nodel flts the athletost attrlbutloae to-the 16 eoftba].].
situatious. Correlatiou coeffi.cieats between the group
attribution space and each athlete ranged fron .15 (Ath1ete
44) to .92 (AtUlete 19)r rrith the root Bearl square
comelation beiag .62. Flgure J a].so illustrates that
8@6 of the athletes revealed qomelation coefficieuts of
.50 or higher.
Athletesr persoaality data uere correlated rith the
self-confidence tenplate. Coefficients ranged fron g - .03
to 3 = .76. Ia an attenpt to discover the na;rinun
relationship betueea Dlneaslons 1 and 2 and self-confideace,
the nultivariate relationship betweea attributions and
self-confldence was assessed by nuJ.tiple corelation. A
nult1ple B of .28 indi.cated that self-coufidence explaj.ned
very lj.ttIe about the types of attributions nade by fenale
softba].l athletes to success and failure situations.
Chapter I
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Thi-s i.nvestigatiou attenpted to assess the attributioas
nade by college fena-le softball athletes to success
and failure softball sj.tuations. Self-confideace was
al.so assessed to detennj.ne its nediatJ.ng effects on the
attributioas nade by college female softball athletes
to success arld failure softball sj.tuatj.oas.
Thi.s chapter prorrides an overview and discussion of
the statistical results presented in chapter 11. The
discussion rj-I1 also attenpt to cotrpare results fron the
present study trith resrrlts fron previous attribution studies.
A nethodologj.cal coastraint fouad ia the attrlbution
Iiterature dealt rrith the confineneut of wlnnj.ag and
losing as the only represetrtation of success arrd fai]ure.
Heace, ia an attenpt to comect thj.s constraiat, based
on the prenise that objective outcones (e.g.; trinniag
and losj.ng) rnay not be synonJnrous,urith an indj.rridualts
perception of success and failure especially i.n
achievenent situations (Janes, 1890; Maehr & Nichol]s,
1980; Splnk & Roberts, 1980), an inventory of success
aad faiure softball situations was designed to conplete
this investigation. The situations coatained varying
degrees of success or failure and were not Ii-uited to
objective w"inlloss outcones. Following each situation
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certain very common reasons or attributions were listed
for the softba].]. athl-etes to rate how uuch each reason or
attribution was a contributing factor in deternlning the
outcome in each softball situation.
Another methodolog'j-cal constraint found i.n the
attribution literature dealt urith the use of Weinerts
(1972) two-di:nensional nodel. Although Weinerts (19?9)
three-dimensioaal nodel has been recognized and utilized
by researchers, the noder still offers oary the four causal
elemeuts of abj.lj.ty, effort, task difficulty, and luck.
This nodel has beea found to be too restrictive in its
abili.ty to acconmodate the diversity of achievetrent
situations ia the athletic envi-ronnent (Bejeski & Brawrey,
1983; Roberts & Pascuzzi, 19?9). The mod,el utilj.zed in the
present study, wLlch contained niae causal elenents, appeared,
to be nore f1ed.b1e and less restrictive in its ability
to accomnodate the achievenent situations in the softbalL
enrrironment. As Pigure J shows, the two-d,i.nensional
solution provided a good fit for the najority of the
athletes utilized ia this study, because Bo% of the
athletes reveaLed a correlation coefficient of .50 or
higher. rn reriering the nean of each of the attributions
found i.n Table 'r , the relatlve i-nportance of each to
outcones of both success ard fairure situatioas can be
readily seen. rt should be noted, however, that the
traditional four eleaents did show means indicative of
7z
thelr lnportance when explaj.aj.ng outcomes of success
and fai.lure sJ.tuatj.ons. However, the other attributions
uti.li-zed in this study al.so showed neans indj.cative of
their inportance when explai.nJ.ng outcomes j.n success arld
fallure situations (e.9., psychological state udth a mean
of 3.71 in success situations and a trean of 3.43 in failure
situations). The oaJ.y attribution uti.lized in the present
study which was not statistically s5.gaj.fj-cant across
success and fai.lure situations was quaJ.ity of opponents.
The lack of statistical. signiflcance of the attribution of
quality of opponeats across success and, failure situations
may be interpreted to nean that softball athletes di.d not
view the superi-ority or inferiority of their opponents to
have an inportant influence on the outcone of the situations.
Another explanatlon nay be that of alL the attributions
utilized in thi.s study, quality of oppoaents seems to be
the only one not directly related to or under the innedj-ate
control of the athletes and, therefore, they nay view it
to have little consequence on the outcone of the
sltuation, or just totally beyond their control.
Although the choice of attributions uti-lj-zed i.n thj-s
study was influenced by the results of the open-ended
study done by Roberts and Pascuzzi (1979), it should be
noted that there are differences between the causal
attributions found in that study and the causaL attributions
utili.zed in the present study. For exa,npler the causal-
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attribution of effort expended, which could be transJated
as unstable effort (i.e., how nuch effort you used in thj.s
situati.on), was utili-zed ln the present study. It revealed
the highest nean of 3.91 in success situations, while al.so
showing its irnportance in faj.lure sj-tuations with a nean of
3.45. Just as Roberts aud PascuzzL (1979) found two
dj.fferent causal attributions of abj-lity (j..e., ability
and uustable abi.J.j.ty) to be inportant factors in deternJ-aing
the outcome of success a.ad failure situatlons, the present
study found the sane to be true urith the causal attribution
of effort (i.e., typica]. effort and how much effort you
used i.n thi.s sj.tuation).
Ia revletring tbe neans of typical abili.ty and typical
effort in the present study, in both success ard failure
situations, typical effort showed higher Eearrs trith a 3.?5
in success situations and a 3.31 i-n failure situations,
whereas typical ability showed a nean of 3.49 in success
sltuatioas and 3.19 in failure situations. Ttris showed
that the attribution of typical effort was rriewed to have a
littre more influence than typica"l ability oa the outcones
of both success and failrrre situatioas. rn the sa.rne Iight,
in success situatlons the attribution of effort expend.ed
showed the highest nean of 3.91 while the attribution
ability expeuded revealed a nean of 3.83. However, in
failure situations abilj-ty expended. showed, a higher mean
of 3.56, whereas effort expended. showed, a mean of 3.41.
:THACA COLL[GE L:BRARI
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The present study showed effort'to be a sJ.i.ghtly nore
i.nportant attrlbutloa influenci-ng the outcomes of softball
situations than abiH-ty. However, overalI, both ability
and effort appear to be inportaat, urith effort show-ing a
Ii-tt1e nore influence in the outcomes of softbalL situatioas.
These results do support the clain nade by Roberts and
Pascuzzi (1979) tlat ability is a frequently used. attribution
i-n the athletic environmert. However, the present study
shows that the attributioa of effort is sli.ghtly nore
lnportant 1a the athletJ.c (softbal.I) earrironment.
The nost frequeatry reached conclusioa in prerious
studies was that individuals attribute their success to
internar factors and attribute their fai,lures to external
factors (Bukowsirl & Moore r 19?9; Iso-Aho1a, 1g?5; Roberts,
1975; Spink, 1978). Ia reriering the causal attributioas
that were uti-lized more often when explaining outcones of
success softbalr situatious in the present study, these
attributions, rnith the exception of luckr 8re typically
vlewed as internar factors. 0n the other hand., the causal
attrlbutions that were utj-Iized nore often when explalning
outcones of failure softball situations in the present stud.y
are typically viewed as external factors. Therefore, it
seems that ANOVA results of the present study tend. to support
the nost frequently reached conclusion of prerious studies,
that is, athletes do attribute their success to internal
factors and attribute their failures to exterual factors.
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Thj.s evid,ence causes the rejection of NuLl Hypothesis 1
and acceptance of Research Hypotheses 1 and 2. NuI1
Hypothesis 1 stated: There trilI be no significant
di-fferences between the types of attributions nade to
success softba].l si-tuations and those nade to failure
softbaLl situations. Research l{ypotheses 1 and 2 stated
respectively: Softba-I1 athletes uril1 nake nore internal
attributions (e.9., ability, effort) to success softball
situatioas. Softball athletes rlrill nake nore external
attributioas (e.9., Iuck, coaching) to failure softball
.sj-tuation6.
However, i.t is interesting to note that when data obtalned
fron the sOr were subjected to the rndlrridual Differences
Scaling Aaalys5.s (INDSCAI) l,todel (Carroll & Chang, 19?O),
results were not a6 c1ear. An attributions x dimensious
matrix resulted in a group attribution space (Figure z).
rNDscAr plotted the uine attri-butions in a two-dimensional
space. The dinensions were labeled on the basis of a
subjective content analysis of the locatj.on of each
attrlbution along the dj-nension. Dimensions were IabeIed
as exteraal,/internal and controlIabIe,/uncontrollable. As
was uentioned ia chapter 4 there were three d,iraenslons
derived. However, the third dinension did not appear to
enhance the athletesr fit to the overarl solution and,,
hencer was discarded. Exa.mination of Figure 2 shows that
the attributions of task difficulty, qua.llty of opponents,
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and coaching were less i-nternal. along Di.:nension 1
(external./internal-) and not as dj.stlnctively external as
previous studies have iadicated. These attributions were,
however, depicted as uucootrollable along Dineusion 2
(controlIabIe/uncontrollable). Figure 2 a].so shows the
attributions of effort expended, abj.lity expended, typical
effortr and psycholog:.cal state as somewhat interna.L aloag
Dimensj.on 1 but not as extremely internal as previous
studi.es have iudicated. These attributions were depicted as
controllable along Dinension 2 which agai.n seemed to support
fi-ndings of prerious studies. The attributioa of typical
ability was fouad to be nore internal. along Dinensj.on I t
supportiug prerj-ous data. However, it was found to be neither
clearly controllable or uncontrollabJ.e along Dinensioo. 2.
ThJ.s could be interpreted to trean that, from the softball
athletesr perspective, they are not sure whether they have
control over their innate playiag abilj-ti-es or not, hence,
leaving a mixed nean5-ng along Dinensioo. 2. Ihe attribution
of luck was depicted as external along DineusJ.on 1, which is
typJ.cal, but again along Dinensj.on 2 luck was found to be
neither clearly controllable or uncontrollable. Thj.s could
be interpreted to nean that sotre athletes believe they make
their own Luck (coatrollable) and others beLieve that luck
is sonething they have uo control over (uacontrollable).
Therefore, it seens ANOVA results of the present study
clearly support the conclusion that ind1-viduals tend. to
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attribute their successes to internal factors and attribute
their failures to external factors. However, IMDSCAI
results, although seemingly leaning toward the aforeneationed,
conclusion, do not as clearry support this conclusj-on. This
is mainly because the diaensioaality of the nine causal
elenents does aot delj.neate these causal factors as
distiactively externar or internal but instead reveals that
there are varying degrees of dinensj-oaa.].i-ty (e.g., less iaternal,
less controllable, somewhat i-nternal, sonewhat controllable).
Another interestiag aote is that throughout the
attribution literature (e.9., Rejeski & Brawley, 1983;
Roberts t 1982; Roberts & Pascuzzi-, 19?9) there have been
Bany critical remarks about the rack of use of the third
dlnension of controllability posturated by weiner and
hj.s associates (1929). The present study attenpted. to
utilize alr three diaensions and found the stable,/unstable
dinension to be of little additional value to the researcher
(i.e.r lt did not enhance the athretesr fit to the overarL
sorution). rt is interesting that ttris d.i.urension of
stability was one of the original two dinensions proposec
by lVeiner in 1922. In a prerrious stud,y done by passer (lg??),
asking subjects to judge the sinplicity of 15 causes of
success and fairure, analysis revealed d.irnensions und.erlyj.ng
these judgnents comesponding to locus of causality (external,/
internal) and control-labiIity. These results are sinilar to
the resulbs of the present stud,y. The lack of saliency of
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the stabiLity dlmension j-n the present study nay be
because of the surmouutlng erridence reveal-ing that elements
such as abJ.lJ.ty and task dJ-ffi.culty, which were once
viewed as relatively stable elenents, are, in factr at
least in the athletic environnreut, subject to change or
can vary from monent to nonent. This evidence suggests
that in the athletic envj-ronnent, most, if not alI,
attributional elements are perceived to be unstable and,
therefore are placed on the unstabre end of the stable,/
unstable dimeusi.on. This elininates the stable extreme of
the dinension. Therefore, lt nay be no longer !,ecessary to
discern whether elenents are stable or unstable .rittr:La the
athletic coatext.becauser aEi the evl.deuce shows, nost elenents
are unstable. Thus, the attribution research of the present
study shows the inportance of only two dimeasions, nanely
external /irternar aad controllable,/uncontroIIable.
Cratty (1983) conteaded that the appli.cation of
attributiou theory to sport represents a potentially
useful way to aid athletes in accepting rational reasons for
explaining their perfornance at the end of conpetitions.
These reasons then couId, be used as helpful guiderines for
coaches to coastruct more productive practice periods. For
exanple, after considering athletesr attributlons, the coach
could enhance athletest performances by rewarding thelr
effort, by shouring then the link between their successes and
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thei-r effort, and by teaching then to externalize their
failures o
The present study derived j.ndi.vidual dj-fferences
through the Indivi.dual- Differences Scaling Analysis (IIVDSCAI)
Model (Carrol1 & Chang, 1970). Io discover how the group
of softball athletes percei-ved each attribution to have
caused the outcone across all situati-ous was derived
through a group attribution space. Exaninatiou of Figure 1
depicts each attributioa across al.l si-tuations as a sj.ngle
coordinate along the two dimensions of external,/internal
and controllable/uncontrollable. Fron thi.s figure a coach
can discover how the group a6 a whole perceived the reasons
for the outcone of their perforuaaceso The coach can
readj.J.y see that the athletes perceive the najority of
reaaons for the outcoue of their performance as controllable
by then and as internal to then. Io gain nore inforaation
about each individual athlete, the coach can exanine Figure
2, the athlete space, which was derlved from an athletes x
di.:nensions natrix urithin the INDSCAL so1ution. For exanple,
AthLetes 5J arrd ,5 a'lnost exclusively percei:red the causes
of the outcomes of thej-r performances as uncontrollable by
then and external to them. The coach would have to
carefully analyze these athletesr perceptions to first
understand then, then to deternine whether these perceptions
are rational or notr atrd finally to deal w'ith them
accordingly during subsequent practiee periods. This sane
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procedure couLd be uti.lj.zed rnith any of the 65 athletes.
The present study, J-n an attenpt to further understand
or explaj-n why athletes rated the attributions the way
that they did to the softball situations, self-confidence
was assessed. Ath1etes, contextual personality descriptions
were correlated ulth a nean template of three expertst sorts
of the prototype self=confideat softball athlete. In
review'ing Table 2, correlation coefflcieats ranged fron
X - .O3 to g = .76. Although there was a vast range between
the lowest coefficient and the highest coefficient, there was
no distJ.nguishable pattern of self-confidence coefficients
urlth the types of attributioas made by athletes.
In an attenpt to discover the naxi-mun relationship
between attribution Dinensions 1 and 2 and self-confidence,
the nultivariate relatiouship between attributions arld
serf-confidence was calculated. Murtlpre comelation
that self-confidence explaiued only 8% of the attributioa
variance, learrj-nS 92% of the attribution variance unexplained.
Prior to the start of thj.s lnvestigation, the
researcher speculated that self-confidence a.Lone could help
to explaj.n the types of attributions nad.e by athletes.
Multivariate resuLts of the present study revealed evj-dence
showing that self-confidenc'e has littIe ned.iating effects
on the attributions nade by softball athletes to success
and failure softball situations. Thus, the original prenise
made by the researcher was inaccurate. Thi.s evidence
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also causes the acceptance of NuIl Hypothesis 2 which
stated: There w1-11 be no relati-onshi.p between self-
confideace of fenale softball athletes and the types of
atUributions nade by then to softbalL situatioas. The
results showing no dj.stinguJ.shable pattern of self-
confidence coefficients rith the types of attributions
nade by athletes causes the rejection of Research
Hypothesis J. This hypothesis stated: High self-
confident softbal]- athletes \ry'ill nake nore internal
attributions to success and failure situations than Iow
self-confident athletes.
Sunmarv
The SOI vrith the nj.ne attributioas and ratiag scale
appears to be nore flexlble and acconnodating to
achievement situatlons in the athJ.eti-c environaent,
specifj.cal.ly the softball environment. ANOVA results
seenj.ngly supported the nost frequently reached conclusion
of prerious studies, that is that individuals w1II attribute
their successes to internal factors and attribute their
fallures to external factors. The INDSCAI solution,
however, prorrides nore j-afornation. Although the INDSCAL
solution does lean toward supporting the aforenentioned
conclusion, it reveals that there are varying degrees of
dinensi.onal.j-ty for each of the nine attributions, Each
attriblrtion was not distinctively externaL or internal but
was either less internal or less external-, somewhat internal
B2
or souewhat external, or more j.nterua.J. or nore external.
Thus, the INDSCAI model (Carroll & Chang, 1970) appears to
be a very viable data anal.ysj.s technique in that it
provid,es nore iufornation about the attributi-ons nade
by athletes than other nodels uti-lized in previous studies.
Chapter 5
sIIMlt,aBy, coNcLUsIONs, AM RECoMMEI,IDATIONS
EOR FURTI{ER STUDY
Summarv
- Causal attributions nade by college fenaLe softball
athletes to account for their success and faj.lure in softbalL
situations were assessed. Self-confidence was also
assessed to deter"nine its nediating effects on the attributions
made by ath1ete6.
Participating subjects were 65 college female varsi-ty
softball athletes fron the ltlortheast and Mid-Atlantic regions
of conpetitlon. Three varsi-ty softball coaches fron rthaca
College, LeMoyue Colleger and the Uulversity of Delaware
participated as experts for the study.
A11 athletes conpleted the Softba1l Outcones Inventory.
This inventory is conprised of 16 softball situations in
which athletes are asked to rate nj.ne attributions on a scale
from 1 to ) indicating the degree to whlch each attribution
applied to then. A rati-ng of 1 neans that the attribution
is not at all a factor and a rating of 5 nean6 that the
attribution is very responsible for the outcone.
Follounlng the completion of the sr, athletes were
asked: to.sort the california Q-set according to how they
perceived themselves while praring softbalr. Athletesr
contextual personality descriptions were then correlated,
B3
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r,rith a mean tenplate representing the prototype self-
confident athlete. This tenplate was attaiaed by averagi.ng
the three expertsr scores on each of the 100 persoaality
itens. Coefficients ranged from r = .03 to I - .75. The
highest coefficieat represeated the CQ-sort,- 6f ,an.athlete
urith high self-confidence when in the softball environnent
or playing softbaLl. The lowest coefficient represented aa
athlete I s cQ-sort wh'ich showed no common association with
the expertst meap tenplate of self-confidence.
Data obtained fron the sOr were first collapsed across
all 16 situations resulting ia attributj-onal scores for each
of the 55 athletes. Descriptive statlstics of the nean aad
standard derlation of the ai.ne attributious ia success
sj-tuations were conputed. The satre descri.ptive statistics
were conputed for failure situations. The aj.ne attributj-ons
across success versus failure situations were then subjected
to one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA).
ANOVA results seened to answer the question of whether
there are differences between explanations for success
and those for failure. Results revealed that there are
differences between the explanations of success and fa5.lure.
Eight of the nine attributions were statistically sj-gnificant.
Quality of opponents was the only attribution not revealing
statistical signi.ficarlce. Results al.so supported the hypotheses
that softball athletes urirl attribute their successes to
i-nternal factors and w11l attribute their failures to external
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factors.
S0I data were then subjected to the Iadividual
Differences ,ScaLing 4'nal.ysj.s (fNDSCAI) l{odel (CamolL &
Chang, 1970). A group space revealed two meaningful
dimensions, external /intertal and controll abl.e/
uncontrollable. The group qpace and the location of each
attri-bution coordinate atong each dinension reveared that
there are varying degrees of di.roensionality. An
athlete space was derived from an athletes x rrimensions
matrix. The athlete space revealed that nost of the softba1l
athletes utilized both Di-aeasion 1 and Dinension 2 on whlch
to base their attributions. Normalization procedures urithi.n
the INDSCAL prograru calculated the distaace each athletets
coordinates were located from the origi.a, resulting in the
athlete space. The greater the distance from the origin the
better the athlete fi.ts the nodel. Approrinately 80% ot
the athletes revea-red correration coefficients of .50 or
bigher, show'ing the model provided a good fit for nost
athletes.
To discover the maxinrrn relationship between Dimensions
1 and 2 and self-confidence, the murtivariate relationship
between attributions and self-confidence was assessed by
nultipre correlation. a multiple ! of .28 indicated. that
self-confidence explained approxj.mately 8% of the attribution
variance. This showed that serf-confidence exprained very
Ii-tt1e about the types of attributions fenale softbalL
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athletes nade to success and failure situations.
Conclusi.ons
The results of thi.s study yielded the fo11otru:Lng
conclusions:
1. The Softball Outcones fnventory (S0I) is more
flerlble and less restrictive in its abilj.ty to accommodate
the diversity of achievement situations nrithin the athletic
environnent (e.9. r softba].l).
2. Tlie personality varj.able of self-confideuce as the
only nedJ.atlng vari-able explai-ns very li-ttIe about the types
of attributions roade by fenale softball athletes to success
and fai.lure softball situations.
3. The di-nensions of external/irternal and controllable/
uncontrollable are the only two neaningful dinensions on
which softball athletes base their attributions to success
and failure softball situati.ons.
4. softball athletes make trore internal attributlons
(e.g., abi-Iity, effort) to success softball situatlons and.
make nore external attributions (e.g., Iuck, coachlng)
to fai-lure softba].l situations.
Recorunendations for Further Studv
The follow1ag recontreudations are nade for future
research:
1. A si.mi.lar investi-gation could be carried out
utilizing other personality variabres as well as self-
confidence to test their mediating effects on the attributions
B?
made by athletes to success and fallure situations.
2. A sj-nilar study could be conducted utj.lJ.zLr.g
other sport environrnents (e.9., basketbalL, field hockey)1
i.f other sport-speci-fic inventories could be developed
using the saJue crj-teria by which the sOr was developed.
3. A si.nilar study could be camied out utilizing
an op€D-ended questionnaire to conplete the sport-specifi-c
inventory.
4. A simi.lar study could be conducted utJ.li.zi-ag
both the INDSCAI Model (Carro11 & Chang,19?O) and the Causal
Dinension scale (Russe1l, 19Bz), to discover if both mod.els
would field sinj-lar resu.I.ts.
Appendix A
SCFTR▲T.i.ouTcoMLS INVENTOHY
P■ease do not mnrk this boo3■et in any waI.  The anSWers
to the sltuatlons ln thls lnventory are to be record.ed. on the speclal
sheet provlded.
Prtnt your @., date of blrth, and your school (ttre letter
ln the ldentlf leatlon number sectlon). Use the #2 penclls
provlded.
a
Thls lnventory ls a Eeans of studytng your reasons for the
outcome of varloug softball sltuatlons. On the followlng pages
are represented, L5 sltuatlons wlth whlch each of you, as softball
players, w111 be able to ld,entlfy. For each sltuatlon, certaln
very coEnon reasons as to why the partlcular ouEcone occurred are
llsted. fndlcate on the answer sheet the d.egree to whlch each
reason applles to gglgo
For erample r tf tt ls your Judgnent that luck was IgILggg[
responslble for the outcome, then darken 5 on the ansrrer sheet. If
coachlng was 4_g!_4I a factor, then darken 1. If your psycholglcal
stateofn1ndwas@qadeterm1n1ngfactor,thendarken2,3,or
4, dependlng on hor lmportant lt waso
TEEEE AttE NO ユエGETS On 西3oNOS.  ANSJhS Aニル No ■・.PL二CT工uN
ON YCUR CHAnACTニユ AND ば工LL MOST ASSUR卜・「lLY BL LPT 工N 」L STユエCILST
CONF工DENCE.
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YOUR TEAM IS IN THE FIELD, UP BY ONE RUN.  THERE ARE TW0 0UTS
ON YOUR OPPONENTS IN IHE LAST INNING.  THE BATTER HITS WHAT
L00KS L工KE A CLEAN SINCLE BUT YOU MAKE A RUNNINC AND D工VING
CATCH TO END THE CAME.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OUTCOME?
1. Your typical level of ability (1.e.D hOW 800d you are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all                                     very much
2。 Degree of difficul●y or easiness of this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not att all Very much
3. HOu much effort you used in this situation (i.e., how hard you worked)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
4. Quality Of opponent(s)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all Very much
5。 How much of your ability you used in this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
6. Luck
l
Noこ at all
2345
Very much
7. Your typical level of effort (1.e., hOw haこd wOrking you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
8: COaching
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
9.Your psychological state of mind (1.e., m00d, motivation, self―cOnfidence, etc。)1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all Very much
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YOU'RE UP TO BAT.  YOUR HttT DRIVES THE SHORTSTOP BACK.  工N YOUR
USUAL ALL-OUT ATTEMPT YOU HUSTLE DOWN THE FIRST BASE L工NE AND
BEAT OUT THE mOW.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OUTCOME?
loo Your cypical level of ability (1.e., how 800d you are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all                                     very much
■■。 Degree of difficulLy Or easlness of this s■tuation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
12。 How much effort you used in this situacion (1。e。, how hard you worked)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all Very much
13。 Quality of opponent(s)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at al■ Very much
14. How much of your ability you used in chis s■tuati n
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac a■1 Very much
15。 Luck
12345
Not at a■■ Very much
16.Your typica■ level of effort (1.e。, how hard working you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
17。Coach ing
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
18。Your psych01ogical scate of mind (1.e。, m00d, otivation, self―confidence, etc。)1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
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A FLY BALL IS u工T N YOUR AREA.  AS IS TYPICAL OF YOU, YOU PLAY
IT SAFE AND CATCH THE BALL ON THE FIRST HOP.  IMMEDIATELY YOU
REAL工ZE THAT YOU COULD HAVE CAUGHT THE BALL IN THE A工R.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OuTCOME?
■9。 Your typical level of ability (1.e。, hOw 800d you are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
20. Degree of difficulty or easiness Of this siLuation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
21。 How much effort you used in this situation (■.e。, how hard you worked)1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all Very much
22. Quality of opponent(s)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc at all Very much
23。 How much Of your ability you usedoin this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
24。 Luck
l
Noc ac al■
2345
Very much
25。 Your typical level of effort (1.こ。, hOw hard wOrking you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac aII Very much
26. Coaching
12345
. Noc ac aII Very much
27. Your psych01ogical state of mind (1.e。, m00d, mot vation, self_cOnfidence, etc。
)1          2          34            5
Noc ac all Very much
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YOU:RE UP TO BAT.  THE INF工爾 _■ERS ARE PLAYING BACK.  YOU SWING
HARD BUT ONLY CONNECT PART OF THE BALL.  工T D IBBLES TO THE
INFIELD AND YOU.RE SAFE AT F工RST.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OuTCOME?
28. Your typical level of ability (i.e., how 800d you are)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all                                     Very much
29. Degree of difficulty or easiness of this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not itt all Very much
30。 How much effort you used in this situacion (1。e。, how hard you worked)
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
3■。 Quality of opponenc(S)
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
32。 How much of your ability you used in this s■tuation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
33。 Luck
12345
Not ac all Very much
34.Your typical level of effort (1.e。, how hard working you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
35。Coaching
1          2          3          4          5
Not a[ all Very much
36.Your psycholo8iCal state of mind (1.e。, m00d, E10tivation, self―confidenc , etc。)1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
9う
A BALL IS H工T TOWARD YOU W工TH工N YOUR NORMAL RANGE, BUT 工N THIS
INSTANCE YOU DON:T CET TO THE BALL AND 工 C ES THROUGH FOR A
H工T.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OuTCOME?
37。 Your typical level of abilicy (1.e。, hOw 800d you are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
38。 Degree of difficulty or easiness of this situatiOn
1          2          3          4          5
NOこ 三二 all Very much
39。 How much effort yOu used in this situation (ioe。, how hard you worked)1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all Very much
40。 Quality of opponent(S)
.       1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
41。 How much Of your ability you used in this situatiOn
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
42。 Luck
l
Not ac all
2            34           5
Very much
43. Your typical level of effOrt (■.e。, hOw hard wOrking you typically are)1          23            45Noc ac all Very much
44. Coach ing
1          2          34            5Not at all Very much
45.YourpsychoIogicaIscareofrnind(i.e.,mood,moEivac,o,,,'"",illt.".)
Noc ac aII rVery much
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A SITUAT■ON THAT｀
YOU DON・T EXECUTE
PRACTICES DA工LY
THE OPPONENT IS
ARISES IN A CAME.
SAFE.
YOUR TE M
WELL AND
46. Your cypical level
I
Noc ac all
WHAT DETERMINED THE OUTCOME?
abilicy (1.e。, how 800d you are)
3          4          5
Very much
?
??
47. Degree of difficulcyL2
Noc dt all
or easiness of
3
chis sicuac,ion
45
Very much
48. Hor.r much efforc youI2
Noc ac all
used in chis situacion
34
(i.e., how hard you worked)
5
Very much
49. Qualicy of opponenE(s)t2
Noc ar all
5
Very much
50. How much of your
I
Noc ac all
ability
2
?? ???? ????? chis sicuaE,ion
45
Very nuch
51. Luck
l
Noc at all
5
Very much
52. Your cypical level
I
Noc ac aII
efforc (i. e. ,
3
? ? how hard working you cypically are)45
Very much
Jl. Coacldng
I
Noc ac aI[ 5Very much
54. Your psychological
t
Noc ac all
of mind (1.e。, m00d,
3          4
mocivaEion, self-confidence, ecc. )
5
Very much
stace
2
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ON A PLAY AT A BASE YOU ARE DEFINITELY THROWN OUT, BuT THE
UMPIRE CALLS YOU SAFE.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OuTCOME?
55。 Your typical leve1 0f ability (1.e。, hOw 800d you are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
56. Degree of difficulty or easiness of this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not a= all Very・much
57. HOw much effort you used in this situation (1.e。, how hard you worked)1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
58. Qualicy of opponenc(s)123
Noc ac all 5Very much
59. H。り much of your ability you used in chis s■tuation
1          2          3          4          5
Not aL all Very much
60. Luck
12345
Not at all Very ttuch
61. Your typical level of effOrt (■.e。, hOw hard working you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
62. Coachin3
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
63. Your psych01ogical state of mind (1.e。, m00d, mot vation, self―cOnfidence, etc.)1          2           3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
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YOU:RE PLAYINC A TEAM WITH A MUCH BLIIER RECORD, AND THEY
DESERVE THEIR REPUTAT■ON.  IN HIs cAME THEY DON'T EXECUTE
AS YOU LxrECT AND YOUR TEAM WINS.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OUTCOME?
64. Your tyPical leve1 0f ability (1.e。
,・ hOw 800d you ar )1          2          3          4          5
Noこ ac all Very much
65。 Degree of difficulty or easiness of this situacion
1          2          3          4          5
Noc at all Very much
66. How much effort you used in this situatiOn (1.e。, how hard yOu worked)1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all Very ouch
67. Quality of opponent(s)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all Very ouch
68。 HOw much Of ソour ability you used in this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all Very ouch
69. Luck
12345
Not at a■l Very much
70。 Your typical level of effort (1.e。, hOw hard wOrking you typically are)1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all Very much
7I. Coaching
12345
Noc ac all Very much
72. Your Psych0108iCal state of mind (■.e。, m00d, mot vaciOn, self―confidence, ecc。)1           2           3          4          5
No[ at all Very much
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YOU'RE RUNNING TOWARD THttRD, L00KING TO THE THttRD BASE COACH
FOR THE SICNAL TO HOLD OR GO HCMEo  SHE SENDS YOU.  THE BALL
BEATS YOU TO THE PLATE AND YOU ARE TACCED OUT.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OUTCOME?
73. Your typical level of ability (1.e。, how 800d ou are)
1      2      3      4     5
Not ac all                                     very much
74。 De8ree of difficulty or easiness of Lhis situation
1          2          3          4          5
NoC att all Very much
75。 HOw much effort you used in this situation (1.e。, hoW hard you worked)
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
76。 QualiCy of opponent(s)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc at all Very much
77。 How much of your ability you used in this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
78。 Luck
l
Noc ac all
2345/
Very much
79。 Your typical level of effort (1。e。, how ha d working you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc at all Very much
80。 COaCh ing
1          2          3          4          5
Not aE all Very much
81。 Your psycholo8ical scate of mind (1.e。, mOod, motivaclon, sel f―onfidence, eEC。)
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
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THE BALL IS HIT TOWARD YOU AND 工  L00KS L工KE A ROUTINE PLAY.
AS YOU'RE CHARCING ttT, THE BALL TAKES A STRANGE HOP AND CHANGES
DIRECT工ON.  YOU MISS THE BALL AND THE RUNNER IS SAFE.
82. Your cypical level
I
Noc ac all
WHAT DETERMINED THE OuTCOME?
ability (1.e。, how 800d you are)
3          4          5
Very much
??
??
83。 Degree of difficulty
1          2
Not att all
or easiness of
3
chis sit,uat,ion
45
Very much
84. How much efforc
I
Noc ac all
you used in chis sicuacion
234
(i.e., how hard you worked)
5
Very rnuch
85. Qualicy of opponenc(s)r2
Noc ac all
5
Very much
86. Hou much of your
I
Noc ac all
ability
2
??????? in chis siEuacion
45
Very much
87。 Luck
l
Not ac a■l
5
Very much
88. Your cypical level
I
Noc ac all
effort (i. e. ,
3
hou hard uorking
45
Very
you cypically are)
much
??
?
89. Coaching
I
Noc ac all
5
Very muclr
90. Your psychological
t
Noc ac all
of mind (i.e., mood,
34
moEivacion, self 
-conf iderrce, ecc. )
5
Very much
state
2
3           4
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YOU・RE UP TO BAT AND TEE SITUAT工ON CALLS FOR A SACR工FICE BUNT.
YOU ARE NOT USUALLY SUCCESSFUL IN YOUR ATTEMPTS TO BUNT, BUT
YOU LAY DOWN A PERFECT BUNT AND ADVANCE THE RUNM.
WHAT DETERMINED TIIE OUTCOME?
9■. Your typical leOel of ability (1.e。, how 800d you are)
1     2     3     4     5
Noこ at all                                    Very much
92. De8ree of difficulty or easiness of this sicuation
1          2.         3          4          5
Not at all Very much
93. HOW much effort you used in this situation (■.e。, hoW hard you worked)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all                                   Very 口uch
94. Quality of opponenc(s)
1          2          3          4          5
Very muchNot ac all
95. HOW much of yoЧr abilicy you used in this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Very muchNot at al■
96。 Luck
l
Not a[ al■
2345
Very much
97. Your typical level of effort (1.e。, how hard working you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
98.COach ing
1          2          3          4          5
Very muct、Not at all
99。Your psycholo8iCal stace of mind (1.e., m00d, mocivationi self―confidence, etc。)
1          2          3          4          5
Very muchNo[ at all
100
YOU・RE UP TO BAT.  YOU・RE A CONSISTENT HITTER WITH A G00D
BATTING AVERACE.  THE OPPOSINC P工TC ER IS SLOW AND PITCHES THE
BALL 」UST WHERE YOU LIKE ITo  YOU DR工V THE PITCH FOR A H工T.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OuTCOME?
100. Your typical level of abilicy (1.e., how 800d you are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all                                     very much
101. Degree of difficulty or easiness of this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
102。 How much effort you used in this situation (1.e., how hard you worked)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
103。 QualiCy Of opponent(s)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
104. How much of your ability you used in chis s■tuati n
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
105. Luck
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
106。 Your typical level of effort (■.e., how hard working you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc at all Very much
107。 COaching
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
108。 Your psycholo8iCal state of mind (ioe。, m00d, otivaL10n, self―confidence, etc。)1          2          3          4           5
Not at all Very much
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THE OTHm TEAM HAS BEEN GETT工NG "CHEAP" HttTS, DROPPINC 」U T IN
FRONT OF YOUR OUTF工爾 .■ERS.  YOUR COACH PULLS IN THE OUTFImERS
AND MOVES BACK THE INFIELDERS.  IHE NEXT BATTER H工TS THE BALL
OVER THE OUTF工ELD.
WHAT DETERMINED TllE OuTCOME?
■09.  Your typical level of ability (1。e。, h w 800d you are)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac all Very much
1■0. Degree of difficulty or easiness of this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
1■■。  HOw much effort you used in this situaciOn (■.e.・ hOw hard you w rked)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc at all                  ・      very much
1■2. Quality of opponent(s)
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all Very much
■■3. HOw much of your ability you used in this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
■14。 Luck
l
Not at al■
2345
Very much
1■5. Your typical level of effort (1.e。, how hard wOrking you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
1■6。 cOaching
1          2          3          4          5
Noc at all Very much
1■7. Your psychological stace Of mind (1.e., m00d, motivation, self―confidence, etc.)1           2          3          4          5
Noc at all Very much
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THE OPPOSING TEAM, PLAYER FOR PLAYER, SEEMS TO BE BICCER AND
BLIIER TEAN YOUR TEAM IN EVERY RESPECT.  AS THE CAME GOES ON,
OPPONENTS PILE UP H工TS AND RUNS.  YOUR TEAM COMM工TS NO ERRORS
BUT LOSES BIC.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OuTCOME?
118. Your typical leve1 6f ability (1.e.・ how 800d you ar )
1          2          3          4          5
Not ac all                                   Very much
1■9. Degree of difficulty or eas■ness of this uation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
120。 How much effort you used in this situation (ioe., hOw hard you worked)
1          2          3          4          5
Very muchNot at all
12■. Quality of opponenc(s)
1          2          3          4
Not ac all
5
Very nuch
■22. How much of your ability you used in this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all                                     Very much
123. Luck
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
124。 Your typical level of effort (ioe., how hard working you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
■25. COaching
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
126.Your psycholo8iCal state of ntind (1.e。, m00d, motivation, self―cOnfidence, ecc.)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc at all Very much
103
A ELY BALL IS HIT. YOU REACE QUICKLY A}ID MAIG TIIE CATCE LOOK
EASY, AS YOU NEARLY ALWAYS DO.
WHAT DETER}IINED THE OUTCOME?
L27. Your cypical level of abilicy (i.e., how good you are)L2345
Noc aE all Very much
L28. Degree of difficult,y or easiness of chis sicuaclon
L234'5
Not at all Very much
L29. How much efforc you used in rhis situaEion (i.e., how hard you worked)
r2345
Noc ac aII Very much
130. Qualicy of opponent(s)L2
Noc ac all J 
.l 5
Very much
131. How much of your abilicy you used in chis situacionL2345
Noc ac all Very much
132. Luck
t
Noc ac all 34 5Very much
133. Your cypical level of efforc (i.e., how hard working you cypically are)12345
NoC ac a.Il Very much
134. Coaching
I
NoE, ac aIl 5Very much
lJJ. Your psychological scaE,e of mind (i.e., mood, moEivacion, self-confidence, ecc.)t2345
Noc ac aII Very much
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THE BALL IS H工T TO YOUR BACKHAND, YOUR WEAKEST SIDE.  YOU MISS
THE BALL.
WHAT DETERMINED THE OuTCOME?
136. Your typical level of abillty (1.e。, h w 800d you ar )
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all                                   Very much
■37。 Degree of difficulty or eas■ness of this s■tuac■on
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
■38。 HOw much effort you used in this situation (1.e。, hoW hard you worked)
1          2          3          4          5
Noc ac aII Very much
139. Quaticy of opponenc(s)L2
Noc ac aII
3            45
Very much
■40. HOW much of your ability you used in this situation
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
141. Luck
l
Not ac all
5
Very much
142. Your typical level of effort (1.e。 , how hard working you typically are)
1          2          3          4          5
Not at all Very much
!(1. Coaching
I
Noc ac all
3            45
Very much
144.Your psycholo8iCal state of mind (1.e。, r000d, mocivation, self―cOllf idence, eEC。)1          2          3          4          5
No[ ac all Very much
Appendix B
INSTRUCTIoNS FOR SoRTING THE CALIFCRIIIA O―SET
rnagine or remember the athletes who are typical
or prototypes of seLf-confid,ence. Renember or inagine
the thlngs they do, and the way they do them in the
softball environment. Try to visualize these actions in
as many senses as you c3r10 Try to experience these iuages
or menories while you sort the cards.
U-s+ IL__gr_Lv L
l. Clear a sj.zable area on a table top, deskr or
floor.
2. Set the Tit,e and Category cards aside; you,Il
use then after step J.
3- sort the roo cards into three pi1es. stack the
statements uacharacteristlc of self-confid.ence on
the left; stack the statenents cbaracteristic of
-self-confidence 
on the rlght; stack the statenents
imelevant to self_confid,ence in the center (tfr:_s
may be the largest stack). The tera ,,sa1ientf,
in the category descriptions relates to relevance
and lnportance.
4. pl_ace the category cards in a horj_zontal row, with
category 1 r'extreaely uncharacteristic, on the left
and category 9 I'extrenely characteristic,, on the
right.
5' sort the three stacks into nine categories starting
with the stacks of statenents uncharacteristic of
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of self-confident athletes, followed by the
stack of statenents characteristj-c of self-
confident athletesr .rd finally the stack of
statenents neutral to serf-confid.ent athletes.
The order of the statements d.oes not natter.
However, the nunber of statements in each
category are crucJ.al.
6. Check that you have the comect nrrnber of
cards in each category as stated. oa the
Category card.
7- when the sort 1s finishedr prace the category
cards on the co*esponding stack. stack the
categories nrith Category I on the top and,
category 9 on the bottom. place the ritle card
on top of Category I aad return the card.s as
soou as possible.
Thank you.
Athletes Sort
rmagine yourself i.n the softball envlronment. Think
of all the things you have to d.o and, the way you d.o then.
can you picture all the activities and situations you
experience whir-e practicing or playing softball. Try to
imagine yourself in the softbalr environnent as vividly
as you possibly can while sorting the cards.
1. C,ear a sizable area on a table top, f,oor, or
desk_.
2- set the Titre and category cards asid.e; yourll use
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them after step ぅ.
う。  Sort the 100 cnTds intothree pi■e o  stack the
statements uncharacter■stic Of you as a sOftba■■
ath■ete On the ■e ft; the statements characteristic
of you as a softba■■ ath■ete on the right; and
stack the statements neutra■ tO you as  softba■■
p■ayer in the midd■eЪ  The midd■e stack may be
the ■nttgest o  The term ''sa■ient'' in the category
descriptiOns re■ates to re■evance and impOrtance.
4。  P■ace the categOry cn,ds ■n a hOrizOnta■ rOw, w■th
Category l ''extreme■y unchnracteristic Of me71 0n
the ■eft and category 9 :rextreme■y chn,act ristic
of mel' On the right.
5。  Sort the three pi■es ■ntO nュne categOr■s starting
W■th the pi■e OF statements unchnPacter■stic Of yOu,
fo■owed by the pi■e Of statements chnracteristic Of
you, and fina■■y sOrt the p■■e Of statements neutra■
to youo  The order of the statements dOes not matter.
However, the number of statements in each category
■s cruc■aユ.
6.  Check that yOu have the cOrrect number Of cn,ds 
ェn
each categOry as stated On the categOry card。
7。  When the sOrt is finished, p■ace the categOry cnrds
on the cOrresponding stacke  Stack the categOries
w■th CategOry 1 0n tOp and categOry 9 on the bOttom。
P■ace the Tit■e cn「ごOn top of categOry l, and
return the cards as sOonas pOss■b■e。
Thank you.
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